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Abstract
The recent growth of advanced digital and biomedical technologies has
led to new discoveries in the field of bioinformatics. In the case of cancer, immunotherapy has risen to become one of the most prominent treatments, and immune-informatics may have a central role to play in guiding
new clinical discoveries. This next generation of cancer immunotherapies
shows early results of prolonged cancer survival among patients. Detecting immune cells present in complex tissues is essential for finding new
immunotherapies, and deconvolution algorithms show to be a cheap, automatic and effective approach.
Several deconvolution tools have been published the last half decade and
some show promising results. However, what is not known is their ability to detect highly similar immune cells in patient samples. There is a
need for benchmarking the different tools ability to detect highly similar
immune cell subsets. Being able to deconvolve closely related immune cell
subsets can increase the understanding of the immune response to cancer
and ultimately determine the survival rate of cancer patients. In order to
benchmark, a computational pipeline consisting of different deconvolution
tools to compare their results is needed.
Here I present an immune informatics pipeline, “DeconSim”, which
provides a simulation framework to benchmark the two main classes of
deconvolution algorithms, assess their ability to deconvolute highly similar clinically important immune cells and describes a case study application to real life metastatic melanoma data.
This study shows that the two suggested classes of deconvolution (νsupport vector regression and linear least-squares regression) are close to
equal for distinguishable cell lines with small amount of tumor present.
ν-SVR excels when deconvolving closely related immune cell coefficients
from complex tissue (high levels of tumor and noise), revealing itself to be
more robust for difficult tasks. Both tools have an almost identical performance when estimating a mixture. However, there is a need for optimizing
these tools in real life cancer studies as they limit their deconvolution only
to the given input cells. The pipeline, called DeconSim, for automation of
simulation and deconvolution algorithms show to ease off the workload
for users and makes it easier to add more deconvolution tools if their input
requirements are met.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In modern society, technology shows an exponential growth in performance and sophistication (as demonstrated with phenomenon such as
Moore’s law). With the rise of big data, machine learning, data mining
etc., the data analysis in scientific research has made a major progress.
With tools using these new computational approaches, scientists can gather
more data for analyses and get a deeper knowledge of their research field.
This growth gives opportunities to develop advanced tools in bioinformatics. In 2010, a result from using a drug called ipilimumab showed to
have effects on patients suffering from melanoma (one of the most deadliest types of skin cancer) and 45% of the patients were still alive after one
year[1]. About 20% even survived more than three years, but for some patients it had side effects which led to death[2]. Newer drugs like pembrolizumab, nivolumab and atezolizumab are PD-1 (programmed cell death-1)
inhibitors, and proves, in some cases, to shrink the tumor and prolong the
survival of patients. In some cases it even cure the patients. The drugs
blocks PD-1, which is a checkpoint protein on the surface of T-cells. Cells
with low PD-1 can ’unleash’ the immune system, while high PD-1 would
control it. The receptor on T-cells with high PD-1 can connect to cancer
cells antigen and agree to cease - which is in favour for the cancer cells to
grow further. By using specific drugs, the receptor for PD-1 high T-cells
will block the receptor which makes the T-cells behave like a PD-1 low Tcell.
New bioinformatics approaches are needed for immune profiling, especially for extracting important, but rare, single cells from complex tumor
admixtures. It is challenging to understand cancer of various reasons. The
heterogeneity of complex tissue like tumor poses a challenge for accurate
experimental measurement of gene expression in diagnostics and research.
The bulk of cells typically measured in gene expression studies are mere averages of each single cell population. This masks the important behaviour
of each subpopulation, and in effect blinds us to the critical differences and
interactions between cells. This major drawback is epitomized in the challenge of profiling the presence of single immune cells of a specific phenotype present in a tumor or circulating blood of cancer patients: a feature
1

which has recently shown to have the power of predicting patient survival
or response to cancer therapy[3]. The new technology opens opportunity
to enhance already existing immune profiling technology (deconvolution)
to overcome these challenges.

Goals
The pioneering approaches for deconvolution were linear equations/linear
regression attempts[4]. Many developments are variations of this class, like
DECONVOLUTE[4] (linear equation with simulated annealing), PSEA[5]
(linear regression) and MMAD[6] (linear model). The emerging competitive methods have begun to use a form of machine learning, like CIBERSORT[7], and is a more advanced class for deconvolution compared to linear approaches. The goal of this thesis is to benchmark the ability of these
two classes of deconvolution to capture/deconvolve cell types which are
highly similar, yet have functionally important differences. Immune cells
(NK-cells, T-cells etc.) are highly relevant since they can kill tumor cells,
or in some cases promote the growth of tumor cells present in a patient’s
tumor. Recent methods for profiling immune cells in tumors use an algorithmic approach called deconvolution.
The goal of this thesis can thus be expressed as: to benchmark the two
main classes of deconvolution algorithms ability to detect closely related
cell subsets.
Sub-goals:
1. Assess whether the algorithms performs best separately or in combination.
2. Deliver a computational workflow which runs deconvolution algorithms and spikes in tumor, noise, and highly similar subsets of
cells, in order to simulate complex tumor tissue.
3. Describe a user case study to apply the pipeline in cancer.

Computational pipeline
To tackle challenges to achieve the goals of this project, the development
and analysis was divided into three parts:
Part 1: Generate biologic input data with controlled spike-in of tumor and
noise with real samples.
Part 2: Run two classes of deconvolution algorithms with the data generated in part one.
Part 3: Analyze, compare, and determine the correctness of the results
from part two.
2

The computational pipeline described and implemented in this project is
called DeconSim, which is a bioinformatics workflow developed by me
to deconvolve highly similar cell types from tumor. DeconSim combines
mixtures of four immune cell lines whose fractions in the mixtures are
known, with various cancer cell lines[8]. This has the effect of simulating
human solid tumors with tumor purity (ranging from 0–100%). I also
tested the addition of various noise functions to simulate sample handling,
stochastic gene expression variation and platform-to-platform differences.
Although this simulation framework does not fully reflect true admixtures
of solid tumors, it provides a model in which unknown content, noise,
and highly similar immune-cell subsets could be spiked in and tested by
deconvolution algorithms.

3
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Chapter 2

Background
The major progress within technology has caused faster, smarter and more
complex solutions to already known problems and tasks. This growth
has also helped to solve problems which earlier have been unsolvable.
Biology has used these new innovations within computer science in
the race of searching for answers in fields such as cancer, one of the
diseases causing most deaths among humans every year[9]. The use
of informatics approaches has already given answers to some of those
questions. Single-cell sequencing is a type of technology which will
contribute to phenotyping of immune cells[10]. There are still many
important answers remaining, and in the search of answering these
questions we must understand the problem, which in this case is cancer.

2.1
2.1.1

The need for informatics solutions to unravel
heterogeneity in cancer
Cancer

Cancer is a group of diseases that interferes with single cell behaviour. In
2000, Douglas Hanahan and Robert Weinberg suggested six "hallmarks of
cancer"[11], and published a review paper in 2011 where they added four
new hallmarks[12]. The first six hallmarks in their paper from 2000 are: (1)
Sustaining proliferative signaling. (2) Evading growth suppressors. (3) Activating invasion and metastasis. (4) Enabling replicative immortality. (5)
Inducing angiogenesis. (6) Resisting cell death. Following their paper in
2011, the four new hallmarks were: (7) Avoiding immune desctruction. (8)
Tumor-promoting inflammation. (9) Genome instability and mutation. (10)
Deregulating cellular energetics.
Having those traits cause a disturbance in a multicellular organism where
all the cells cooperate to act as they are supposed to. Typical tasks for a cell
is to grow, divide, and die when it should. An organism manages to stay
alive by cells passing the DNA on to other new cells (dividing). Sometimes
errors, or mutations, occur in the DNA within a cell. In such situations, the
cell is programmed to kill itself by apoptosis, or the immune system steps
5

in and kills the cell. This is how the multicellular organism manages to stay
healthy. Cancer, however, occurs when a series of DNA mutations forces
the cell to grow unnaturally (the second hallmark mention above). Such
a mutation may also "knock-out" the function of apoptosis, which would
normally kill the cell (the sixth hallmark). But some mutations may also
trick the immune system to believe the cell is perfectly healthy and should
be allowed to divide (seventh hallmark). This will lead to the cancer cell
dividing, and, in worst case scenario, metastasis (third hallmark).
Hanahan and Weinberg defined cancer cells behaviour by ten hallmarks[11][12], but cancer cells also have heritable properties for their progeny. Such properties are proliferate in defiance of normal constraints, and
to invade and colonize territories normally reserved for other cells. It is
the combination of these features that creates the lethal danger[13]. When
cancer cells are allowed to divide, they will eventually end up forming a
mass of cancer cells which is called a tumor. A tumor may be benign, but
if the cells can spread, it is called a malignant tumor. Such tumor cells are
cancerous, and will form secondary tumors (metastasis) in other parts of
the organism. Most of the times a benign tumor can easily be removed by
surgery, but malignant tumors are harder to remove as they spread around
the body and can occur in numerous tissues.
We are not certain of what causes cancer, but epidemiology has shown that
environment may have a central role. As an example, the types of cancers
that are common vary from country to country, and studies of migrants
show that it is usually where people live, rather than where they were born,
that governs their cancer risk[13]. We may not be able to completely exterminate cancer in the near future, but if we get better knowledge about it
and how it works, this can lead to better understanding of how to prevent
it.

2.1.2

The immune response to cancer

The immune system (or lymphocytes) has different ways to protect the organism against mutations, which reduces the risk that mutations in the
DNA may lead to cancer. The immune system can detect cancerous cells
by their expression and force them into apoptosis. This is called tumor
immune surveillance[14]. Immune surveillance of tumors is critical in the
process of preventing mutated cells from dividing. If mutated cells are not
prevented from dividing, a bulk tumor may occur. Along with detecting
cancerous cells, the immune system also prevents the establishment of inflammatory environment which can cause the formation of tumors, and
protecting the host by eliminating or suppressing viral infections[14]. The
immune response to cancer does not necessarily result in tumor killing, but
can in some cases influence tumor growth. This can be a result of leukocytes infiltrating tumors. The immune system is a complex and advanced
self-defense mechanism in a living organism. It can respond immediately
6

to an attack by using receptors to recognize patterns in the intruder. These
are called macrophages and their job is to search for pathogens which do
not express any healthy cell in the organism. Macrophages are a part of the
innate immunity, while B-cells (a type of lymphocytes) are part of the adaptive immunity[15]. The innate immune system is a non-specific defense,
while the adaptive immune system is a specific defense.
Lymphocytes (NK-, T-, B-cells) are rather slow compared to macrophages,
but are very effective once activated. A T-cell called CD8 (cytotoxic Tcell or killer T-cell) is able to practice selective pressure where the most
important task is to kill cancer cells. The CD8 T-cell recognizes infected
cells by binding to their antigens. Antigens inside the cells are brought to
the surface by class I MHC (major histocompatibility complex) so the Tcell can kill the infected cell. There are however viruses which are able to
mutate or change their antigens expression in order to be undetectable (as
an infected cell) by T-cells, and consequently killed. When the T-cells fail,
NK-cells are activated. Natural killer cells are bone marrow-derived cells
that carry receptors capable of recognizing class I MHC products, and their
functions are calibrated such that they can diagnose the absence of selfMHC products and proceed to kill such MHC-deficient targets, or respond
by production of cytokines that activate macrophages[15]. The NK cells
can attack cancer cells by releasing cytotoxic chemicals such as perforin
and granzyme which will lead into apoptosis.

2.1.3

Immunotherapy

Where the immune system fails, therapeutic intervention may be able to
comprehend the disease and protect the host against it. Three of the most
known therapies against cancer are surgery, radiation therapy and chemotherapy. In the new era of immunotherapy, scientists try to stimulate the
immune system to be better prepared for cancer and other diseases. This
stimulation is a type of training to improve the performance of the immune
system in detecting cancerous cells. The principle idea of immunotherapy
is to make it more difficult, or impossible, for cancer cells to survive, divide
or spread. It is mostly used on cancer patients under treatment to make
the immune system kill the tumor by rejecting it. However, in order of immunotherapy to successfully carry out this task, major challenges need to
be addressed: (1) The ability to detect antigens which are closely related
or identical to self antigens. (2) Difficulties in separation of therapeutic responses from pathological autoimmune responses. (3) Tumor microenvironment is inherently immunosuppressive. (4) That important T-cells may
be deactivated by central and peripheral tolerance[16][17].
Vaccines have successfully kept humans immune to fatal diseases such as
cholera, anthrax and rabies. No vaccine has successfully been developed
to make humans immune to cancer, but there are however vaccines against
HPV, a virus that has a high probability of leading to cancer. A vaccine
which could trigger CD3+ or CD8+ cytotoxic T cells could ultimately pro7

long the patient survival, as studies show that there is a correlation between
the presence of those intratumoral cells (and interferon-γ (IFN-γ) gene signature) and patient survival[18][19]. Unfortunately, there is no optimal approach to produce antitumor CD8+ T-cell to suppress tumors, and is one of
the barriers for successfully producing cancer vaccines[16].
Even though the cancer research community has gained more knowledge
of cancer cells behaviour, there are still more data to be explored and
analyzed. Some of tumor cells abilities to avoid the immune systems
response to their present are still not known, but knowledge is quickly
emerging. Some mechanisms has already been described earlier, and
sometimes the tumor cells may release factors which results in recruitment
of suppressive immune cells into the tumor. Regardless of the exact
mechanisms, it is likely that in advanced tumors in aggressive states, the
tumor cells which escape the immune systems are "chosen" in a form of
evolutionary natural selection within the tumor.

2.1.4

The importance of profiling immune cells in a tumor

Even though we have an improved understanding of how cancer cells
spread and survive, there is still no cure or treatment that will work for
every patient. Each patient is different and needs a tailored treatment. Cancer cells are resistant and evolve new ways to survive treatments. Surgery
remains the most effective cure, and surgical techniques are continually
improving: in many cases, if a cancer has not spread too far, it can often
be cured by simply cutting it out. Where surgery fails, therapies based on
the intrinsic peculiarities of cancer cells can be used[13]. There are many
other treatments, like radiotherapy or DNA-damaging chemotherapy, but
nowadays immunotherapy is recognized as a very promising treatment of
cancer[20].
One aspect of immunotherapy is to understand the immune response to
cancer, and to detect a single immune cell’s role in a tumor. The bulk of cells
typically measured in gene expression studies are mere averages of each
single cell population. It is the heterogeneity of complex tissues from tumors that challenges the detection of accurate measurement contributions
of infiltrated immune cells to the gene expression of the bulk mixture. Being able to detect different subsets of immune cells, their social interactions
with other cells and their presence in tumors is crucial for the survival of
patients or response to cancer therapy.
One solution to perform accurate measurement of the gene expression is
to make experimental measurements on single cells at the global (’-omics’)
scale. However, this is challenging of several reasons. For example, experimental analyses on an ’-omics’ scale can be difficult (or even impossible) to
accomplish on small sample sizes and this has led to emergence of single
cell technology. Computational methods, which can deconvolve the gene
expression signal of single cells from the bulk gene expression profile, are
8

therefore in great demand. The development and application of such methods in the field of cancer-immunology would potentially be a powerful tool
to guide the development of predictive biomarkers and new cancer immunotherapies. Deconvolution shows promising results in detecting subsets of immune cells present in tumor[7], but are not 100% accurate, and
the conclusive result is an assumption of the amount of different subsets of
immune cells present. Even though such approaches are not yet reliable,
they still provide impressive results as low cost analytic tools.
Furthermore, immune cells are dynamic population of cells. They can exist
at any given point of time at different stages of differentiation and activation. This can result in highly similar subsets of cells, which may have
critical functional differences in how they interact with a tumor. To overcome the challenges of deconvolution at this level becomes more and more
important.

2.1.5

Deconvolution of complex tissues

The algorithms suggested in this thesis use a process called "deconvolution". This process reverses the result of convolution using an algorithmic
approach. Deconvolution is usually used in image and signal processing.
The general equation which formalises convolution is:
f ∗g=h

(2.1)

where deconvolution finds the solution of the equation. f is the original
signal we wish to recover, g is a filter which has been applied to the original signal (f) and h is signal data, typically a recorded signal.
In this study, microarray expression deconvolution, however, can quantify
proportions of cells in a complex tissue. The equation form is:
AX = B

(2.2)

In this case, B is the microarray data from one complex biological
sample, X is the set of unknown proportions of the cellular constituents
of B, and A is the known matrix of expression levels of the genes in
all the cellular constituents of B, which is convolved with X[8]. Even
though deconvolution is presented as a distinct algorithm, there are other
algorithms that can mimic or approach the behaviour of this equation for
detecting the original signal (f), like linear regression[21], least square fit[8]
and ν-support vector regression[7].
9

2.2

Methods for deconvolution of immune cells from
complex tissue

Some published deconvolution methods show some promising results for
cells of distinct phenotypes. But unfortunately, the authors limit their test
approach only on specific animals or a particular part of the human body,
like tumor from liver, or even trying to deconvolve distant related immune
cells. This makes it very difficult to benchmark the different approaches
against each other. There is a need for tools that can compare various techniques on the same data sets in terms of performance and results. Such data
sets should originate from real tissues where the exact amount of different
cells and genes present is known, and could also be spiked-in with tumor
and noise to simulate a real sample from a tumor.
In a blood sample, there is a large amount of different cells, and it is very
difficult to classify and recognize each of them from the transcriptome of
the bulk admixture. For these kind of tasks one can use a cell counting
technology such as flow cytometry, mass flow cytometry or image analysis. The technologies use fluorescence to capture the signal of the different genes. In image analysis of individual cells, the gene expression can
be viewed through fluourescence microscope over time and changes in the
gene expression can therefore be detected. As for flow cytometry, it streams
a dilute suspension of cells past an illuminator and measures the fluorescence of individual cells as they flow past the detector[22]. Flow cytometry
and gene expression are different by their transcriptome analysis. Flow
cytometry only allows to evaluate the protein expression of around 8 parameters maximum, whereas gene expression transcriptomics allows for the
analysis of potentially known mRNA transcripts in the human genome.
Using data from flow cytometry in deconvolution algorithm is critical to
determine the performance, and it can bring an unbiased view to the result, but one should not blindly rely on it.
Over the last few years, several published deconvolution algorithms have
attempted to solve the task of reverse engineering the gene expression profiles of immune cells[23]. Research on deconvolution of gene expression
dates back to as early as 2003[4], but in the years from 2009 to this date,
there has been a burst of publications within the field[8][21][24][25][26][27].
Newman et al. released a paper in 2015 presenting a newly developed
tool called CIBERSORT, which claimed to outperform all other methods
through the use of a variation of a support vector machine (SVM) algorithm
applied to a wide range of cell types in the immune cell lineage[7]. This is a
brand new approach to deconvolution compared to the earlier algorithms
which often have been linear approaches. Below is a brief outline of the
state of the art deconvolution methods.

10

2.2.1

Latest contributions to the field

In 2010, Shen-Orr et al. suggested an algorithm called "csSAM" (cell typespecific significance analysis of microarrays) where the idea was to deconvolve cell type-specific gene expressions from complex tissues by using data from patients who had received kidney transplant, both stable
and transplant rejection (see figure 2.1)[21]. To achieve this, they used
gene expression from a biological sample (microarray) together with relative cell-type frequency. They stated that the motivation for developing
this method was due to traditional microarray analysis methods being oblivious to sample cell-type composition. Such traditional analysis cannot
differentiate the gene expressions from the different cell types, but only
present the gene expression as a whole.

Figure 2.1: Overview of csSAM[21]. The cell types are colored as green, red
and yellow. At the right side, you can see csSAM is recognizing different
cell types that match.
Shen-Orr et al. statistical deconvolution model for single group of samples
is:
K

Xij =

∑ wik hkj + eij

(2.3)

k =1

where the assumption for expression values is Xij for sample i = 1, 2, ... n
and genes j = 1, 2, ... p, and measured cell-type proportions W = wik for
samples i = 1, 2, ... n and cell types k = 1, 2, ... K. hkj is the gene expression
11

for cell-type k and gene j, and eij is a random error[21].
As for a model with two groups, they estimate h1kj and h2kj separately from
group 1 and 2 samples:
K

Xij =

∑ wik h1kj + eij

K

and

k =1

Xij =

∑ wik h2kj + eij
0

(2.4)

k =1

The authors tested the relationship of gene expression between pure subsets and measured mixed samples. Mixed samples were heterogeneous, i.e.
they varied from each other, while the pure subsets were tissue samples
from brain, liver and lung from a single rat in isolation. After reconstitution of mixtured sample expression profiles, the mixture data had high
correlation (r >0.95) with the reconstituted mixture data[21]. They suggested that statistical deconvolution of tissue-specific expression profiles from
complex tissue samples using linear regression would give an accurate expression for most genes given the high correlation between measured mixtures and reconstituted mixtures.
Buettner et al. suggested in 2015 a computational approach called "scLVM"
(single-cell latent variable model) that uses latent variable models to account for finding new subpopulations of cells[27]. This technique allows
the identification of otherwise undetectable subpopulations of cells that
correspond to different stages during the differentiation of naive T cells
into T helper 2 cells[27].
As for the results, they concluded that cell cycle variation affects global
gene expression. This was observed after examining expression levels from
sets of genes which varied among single cells. These genes were associated
with different cell-cycle stages, and such variation could indicate physiologically differences in gene expression between cells. There were 2.881 genes
(44%) from a set of moderately to highly variable genes showing a significant correlation of gene expression with at least one cell-cycle gene. By
removing the set of annotated cell-cycle genes before performing downstream analyses is likely to be unsuccessful because it would not enable all
effects independent of the cell cycle to be detected[27]. This set of genes
had not previously been associated with the cell cycle.
In October 2013, Shen-Orr et al. published a research paper using deconvolution of cell type-specific information, and reviewed the current state
of deconvolution methods released which focus was towards blood expression data and immunological studies[23]. Peripheral blood contains
a number of different subsets of immune cells, and it is central in immunology studies of the human. The authors support the difficulties of detecting
origin of signals from a cell, even from cell subsets, and addresses the importance of measuring and interpreting phenotypic changes between specific conditions at the cell subset level to obtain a detailed understanding
of the immune system[23].
12

Figure 2.2: Overview of the scLVM (single-cell latent variable model)
approach. Figure A shows the differentiation process where the upper
panel is a result of the process together with the cell cycle effect and
other confounding sources of variation. The lower panel shows the gene
expression contributing to the process after removing the cell cycle effect
(middle panel). Figure B shows a two-stage procedure, where the first one
is the fitting stage. This stage has a cell-to-cell covariance matrix, equivalent
to the cell cycle, which is inferred from gene expression profiles from figure
A (upper panel). As for the second stage, detection of substructure, geneto-gene correlations and analysis of variance (lower panel in figure A) are
processed[27].

As seen in figure 2.3, they suggest an approach using computational
methodologies to estimate the gene expression profile of different cell
subsets directly from heterogeneous tissues. Computational deconvolution
has an advantage compared to laboratory techniques, such as mining
high-throughput data. Laboratories will have restrictions because cell
surface markers have limitations for cell-sorting. After different studies,
the authors predict that deconvolution methodologies will be utilized at an
increased scale and then become a part of main stream analysis pipelines in
human profiling studies[23]. However, there could also be some downsides
for computational approaches, e.g.:
- Better understanding of accuracy lower bound for estimates of cell
subsets or gene expressions.
- Developing deep deconvolution: the minimum required sample size
increases together with the number of considered cell subsets. This
may cause an obstacle due to deep deconvolution is estimating whole
blood samples precisely.
Renaud Gaujoux has published an R package, CellMix[28], which accordingly contains some of the published computational deconvolution methodologies. Shen-Orr et al. are suggesting five classes of computational
approaches which can relate to their method[23]:
1. Detect cell presence or implication of cell types. This class is performed
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Figure 2.3: Computational deconvolution methodologies provides the
ability to retrieve information in both a cell-centered manner and system
wide[23].
at low resolution, and uses reference profiles (cell markers) and global
gene expression as input data.
2. Numeric estimate of cell proportions. Performed at high resolution, and
uses the same input data as class 1.
3. Correct for heterogeneity. This class is performed at low resolution,
and uses global gene expression as input data. However, it uses cell
proportions as well.
4. Estimate cell type-specific expression profiles. Performed at high
resolution, and uses the same input data as class 3.
5. Complete deconvolution methods alternately estimate proportions from
cell type-specific expression and vice-versa, starting with some limited prior knowledge on proportions or expression profiles (signature, markers). It is performed at high resolution.
They concluded that each cell subset vary from others, and different
sources of input data will lead to customizing their own separate methodology. By defining the five classes above, Shen-Orr et al. suggest that
new methodology for obtaining cell type-specific information from heterogeneous samples can most likely be mapped to one of them.
In May 2015, Newman et al. introduced CIBERSORT, a method for characterizing cell composition of complex tissues from their gene expression
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profiles[7]. CIBERSORT uses a machine learning approach called linear
support vector regression (SVR), which is a version of support vector machine (SVM) - a supervised learning algorithm used for linear classification.
SVR focuses only on a smaller portion of the training data. A more in-depth
explanation of ν-SVR as well as CIBERSORT’s use of ν-SVR is discussed in
section 2.4.1.

Figure 2.4: An illustration of how the CIBERSORT approach is executed[7].
Purified cell lines are used to create a gene signature matrix, where a
limited set of genes are presented due to their distinctive gene expression
for each of the cell populations. The signature matrix is used to detect
presence of cell lines in a mixture from, e.g., tumor. The result indicates
the relative proportions of each cell line detected in the mixture.
The authors compared CIBERSORT to other deconvolution methods (linear least-squares regression (LLSR)[8], quadratic deconvolution (QP)[29],
perturbation model for gene expression deconvolution (PERT)[25], robust
linear regression (RLR), microarray microdissection with analysis of differences (MMAD)[6], digital sorting algorithm (DSA)[30]), and found that
CIBERSORT outperformed these methods according to noise, unknown
mixture content and closely related cell types[7]. In this comparison, they
used data sets consisting of four admixed blood cancer cell lines and then
simulated human solid tumors with different amount of leukocyte infiltration by combining it with colon cancer cell line. Even though platform-toplatform differences, stochastic gene expression and non-log-linear noise
was added, the simulated data did not conform biological admixtures of
solid tumors, but could provide some data in which unknown content and
added noise could be finely tuned and tested[7].
Abbas et al. published a paper in 2009 of a deconvolution algorithm as
well as a benchmarking data set where the true cell line coefficients are
known[8]. Linear Least-Square Regression (LLSR) was written using the
statistical scripting language R. They base their deconvolution algorithm
on the standard equation of microarray deconvolution:
AX = B

(2.5)

where A is the basis matrix of the expression levels of all probe sets in
all cell types, B is the vector of expression levels of all probe sets in one
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mixture, and X is the vector of the relative levels of cell types comprising
B[8]. With their data and approach, the deconvolution equation 2.5 was
used as seen in equation 2.6:
A11 X1 + A12 X2 ...A1j X j = B1
A21 X1 + A22 X2 ...A2j X j = B2
........................

(2.6)

Ai1 X1 + Ai2 X2 ...Aij X j = Bi
where Aij is an expression signal measurement in a purified cell, Bi is an
expression signal measurement in a mixture of cells, and X j is a fractional
abundance, for each of i probe sets and j cell types[8]. Abbas is included in
CellMix R package, but can also be run without CellMix. They used the R
function ’lsfit’, which is a function where the least square estimate of b is
found with the model[31]:
y = Xb + e

(2.7)

’lsfit’ requires at least two parameters, x and y, where y (mixture)
corresponds to B in the equations 2.5 and 2.6. Parameter x (cell lines)
corresponds to A in the equations 2.5 and 2.6. The object returned from
’lsfit’ contains a list of:
• ’coef’: b in the equation 2.7, X in equations 2.5 and 2.6.
• ’residuals’: Residuals from the fit.
• ’intercept’: Indicates whether an intercept was fitted.
• ’qr’: The QR decomposition of the design matrix.
The authors removed the lowest negative coefficients so the resulting
coefficients contained no negative values. After all negative coefficients
where removed, they divided the remaining coefficients by the yield of
mRNA per cell input[8].

2.3

Transcriptome analysis

Common to each of the suggested deconvolution tools discussed or used
in this thesis, is their application of transcriptomics, i.e. microarray and
RNA-seq. Transcriptomics are data gathered from the RNA of cells. RNA
is a copy of the coding strand of the DNA. DNA is the heredity material
for almost every organism and contains genetic coding. The human DNA
consists of base pairs represented as adenine (A), cytosine (C), guanine (G)
and thymine (T). A base pair is either linked together by A and T, or C and
G, and the sequence of the base pairs is used in the process of creating proteins.
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The creation of proteins is initialized when the coding strand in the DNA is
copied (RNA), a process called transcription. It differs slightly from DNA
as the thymine (T) is replaced with uracil (U) as base pair. RNA consists
of three major types: mRNA (messenger), tRNA (transfer) and rRNA (ribosomal). In this thesis, I will only focus on the mRNA as it is eventually
translated to a protein (protein synthesis) and the entire RNA component
of a cell is its transcriptome. Each cell type, at different states of identity,
will have a different transcriptome.
Reading the RNA offers the opportunity to discover the gene expression
of which a protein phenotype is coded. Analyzing the transcriptome is
therefore important for understanding outburst of cancer and how the
immune system reacts to it. Mutations that modify expression profiles,
e.g. cells in embryonic development stage, have been linked to disease and
delayed immune response in the phenotype class[27]. Sometimes, studying
the bulk expression profiles is necessary, but in this case, studying the gene
expression of single cells is crucial due to the complex tissue originating
from e.g. tumor as it attracts immune cells.

2.3.1

Microarray

Microarrays are older than RNA-seq, although a widely used technique for
studying a tissue sample. It was designed in the 90’s as a tool that would
allow tens of thousand of genes to be monitored at the same time[13].
Normally, it contains patients, tissue samples or cells as columns, and genes
represented in each row. By studying microarrays, we can see the genes
which are sending signals and those that are not. If there is an occurrence
of a specific gene, that genes square will send out a signal in form of light
(sometimes it could be easier to dye different samples in colors to see which
sample is its source). If the signal is strong, a high occurrence of that gene
is revealed. If low or no signal, it may not be any occurrence at all. The
subsequent matrix or array contains a value which is representative of
the number of occurrences of each gene from the sample (see table 2.1).
This information can be used to deconvolve the gene expression profiles of
important immune cells which may be present in a tumor.
1007_s_at
1053_at
117_at
...

Sample 1
293.772
491.666
1974.465
...

Sample 2
471.868
508.55
2428.428
...

Sample 3
264.241
439.22
2232.343
...

Sample 4
295.987
471.669
2470.156
...

...
...
...
...
...

Table 2.1: Example of the microarray data used in this thesis.

2.3.2

RNA-seq

RNA-seq is a part of NGS (Next-Generation Sequencing) which is a new
way of studying and analysing gene expression, and brings opportunities that were not available before. The RNA-seq has a different approach
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than microarrays as it uses sequencing of the RNA while microarrays uses
flourescent probes. This allows us to detect unidentified genes and transcripts which may be undetectable by microarrays. It also has very low
to none background signal because DNA sequences are mapped to unique
regions of the genome[32]. RNA-seq is a newer technology and the cost
is higher than with microarrays, but as the technology continues to develop, the cost will decline. There are two classification to RNA-seq analysis which are considered here: form bulks or scRNA-seq (single cell RNAseq). Bulk method is an efficient method, but lacks precise analysis of cell
information. scRNA-seq solves this issue by isolating a single cell and analysing it. However, this procedure is more challenging compared to analysing cells in bulk.
Stegle et al. (2015) published a paper illustrating when bulk RNAseq analysis strategies can be safely applied to scRNA-seq data, and
they show that almost the entire RNA-seq procedure can be reused in
scRNA-seq procedure except quality control, normalization and kinetics
of trancription[33]. The three procedures have a more strict approach due
to the capturing of single cells.

2.3.3

Comparison of transcriptomics

In the process of selecting transcriptomics for the project, many parameters
suggest using RNA-seq to be the best approach (see table 2.2). RNA-seq is
a newer technology, but that does not necessarily give an advantage. It is a
crucial step in this project to select the optimal data set for deconvolution,
and there is one important need: knowing the ground truth proportions
of cell types within a mixture. There are little or no validation data for
deconvolution in RNA-seq, but there exist microarray data set fulfilling
those needs (see section 3.1.1).

Cost
Background noise
Identifying genes
Domain

Microarray
Low
High
Only known genes
Hybridization

RNA-seq
High
Low to none
Both known and
unknown genes
Next-Generation
Sequencing

Table 2.2: Comparison of microarray and RNA-seq.

2.4

Towards the use of machine learning algorithms
to deconvolve complex tissues

As mentioned earlier, CIBERSORT[7] uses ν-support linear regression, a
version of support vector machine (SVM) which is a machine learning
algorithm. Machine learning is part of artificial intelligence (AI) and is
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about making computers behave rational on their own. This is done in
several ways, e.g.:
Unsupervised learning The computer is handed over some data to learn
from and is the source for selecting an action, although no feedback
is given so the computer has no clue of how well it did.
Supervised learning The computer is handed over some data to learn
from and is also told what is the right decision in each case. This
requires a lot of observing.
Reinforcement learning The computer is handed over some data to learn
from and receives feedback on how well it did based on the result,
but is not told which specific action was good or bad.
The application of supervised learning to deconvolution algorithms applied to complex tissues in early development, and compared in this thesis
against the conventional linear equations/regression approaches.

2.4.1

ν-Support Vector Regression

ν-support vector regression (ν-SVR) is a specific version of support vector regression (SVR), which again is a version of support vector machine
(SVM). SVM is a part of supervised learning where both training sets and
test sets are provided for the calculation. ’ν’ (nu) is a greek letter and must
not be mistaken of ’v’ from the Latin alphabet. ν-SVR was introduced by
Bernhard Schölkopf, and the idea of introducing this algorithm was to use
the ν to control the number of support vectors[34]. ε is also introduced as
an allowed limit for error, and every data point outside this ε limit is captured by a slack variable ξ (see figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5: An example of ν-SVR with different ν-value[7].
The ν-SVR defines a hyperplane which separates the dots from each other.
ε is defined as a distance from the hyperplane. All data points within ε
(termed the ’ε-tube’) are ignored, whereas all data points lying outside the
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ε are evaluated according to a linear ε-insensitive loss function[34]. The
data points within the ε-tube are colored white and called "open circles",
while the data points outside the ε-tube are colored red and called support
vectors. In this figure, the red data points (support vectors) are selected
genes from a signature matrix. The support vectors are penalized for a
value relative to the distance from the ε. A high ν value will give a smaller
ε-tube and more support vectors, while a low ν value would give a bigger
ε-tube and would then provide a lower amount of support vectors.
One of the reasons why Newman et al. selected ν-SVR as deconvolution
approach was due to its robustness to noise[7]. They also decided to use
ν-SVR, and not ε-SVR[35], due to the ν parameter conveys an upper bound
on training errors as well as a lower bound on support vectors[34]. Its
primary objective is to minimize both a loss function and penalty function
given a defined set of contraints. They ultimately ran CIBERSORT where ν
= {0.25, 0.5, 0.75}, i.e. three simultaneously processes where the best result
is saved. By best result, they refer to the result which has the lowest root
mean squared error (RMSE) between m and the deconvolution result, f ×
B:
m= f ×B

(2.8)

CIBERSORT uses a deconvolution model (see equation 2.8) where m represents a mRNA mixture, B represents a GEP signature matrix, and f is a
vector which consists of a unknown fraction from each of the cell types in
the mixture.
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Chapter 3

Methods
3.1

Sources of gene expression data

National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) is a database containing published biomedical papers, DNA sequences and other data useful for bioinformatics approaches. NCBI is valuable in the search for relevant data (GenBank) and research papers (PubMed), and is highly appreciated in the biomedical community. The genetic sequence database
(GenBank) is publicly available with nucleotide sequences for almost 260
000 described species[36]. Contributions to the database are done by submissions from laboratories or sequencing/sampling projects. The Gene
Expression Omnibus (GEO) is a database consisting of microarray, nextgeneration sequencing (NGS) and other high-throughput data. The data is
contributed by the scientific community and are often uploaded together
with a research paper using the specific data, both the data and paper are
then publicly available for others. Sample data retrieved from GenBank do
sometimes contain replicates. This means that the same data (e.g. a T-cell)
has been analyzed numerous times and all the analyzes are added to the
sample data.
The procedure of gathering data from its source (e.g. living organism)
through flow cytometry (microarray) can cause variation in the output data
due to external effects. Creating replicates, i.e. gathering the same data
multiple times, will lead to minor differences in between the output data.
The replicates can thus be used to calculate the average gene expression
or normalized to avoid biological and technical variation. Quantile
normalization is a popular normalisation technique for microarrays, this
is a normalisation algorithm where the objective is to remove variation
from unwanted external effects to generate a more precise data sample
(described in section 3.2).

3.1.1

Benchmarking data sets

The main goal of this thesis is to survey the two classes of deconvolution
(linear approaches and supervised machine learning) algorithms ability to
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detect closely related cell subsets. In order to achieve that goal, sample data
with closely related cell subsets need to be obtained. Such data could either
be from in vivo ("within the living") or in silico ("digital"). Many of the proposed deconvolution methods use microarrays, an old approach. Unfortunately, these methods have not been tested for performance when using the
newer technology RNA-seq. Microarray is suffice for this approach as there
are more data for training and benchmarking deconvolution tools. It also
shows in recent published papers that microarray is comparable for clinical
signatures[37]. In principle, there should be no problem using RNA-seq
data as deconvolution only needs the expression level of the mRNA and
not the sequence information. Using samples to simulate tumor and noise
content spiked in in a realistic way is essential for surveying the performance and results when deconvolving closely related immune cells present
in tumors. An important feature for such data set is to be able to know
the specific amount of different cell types present in a mixture. If the exact
amount of each cell type is described, then it would be easier to determine
which of the deconvolution algorithms can best predict the amount of cell
types present in a mixture.

Abbas et al. developed the gene expression profiles GSE11103 while creating a deconvolution tool and this tool consists of in vitro mixtures of four
cell lines where each cell line has triplicates totaling a number of twelve
mixtures[8]. GSE11103 is a super series combined by GSE11057 (titled
"Memory T Cell Subsets") and GSE11058 (titled "Immune Cell Line Mixtures"). There are a total of 41 samples, where 24 samples are pure cell
lines (12 samples) and mixes of cell lines (12 samples). The remaining 17
samples are labeled as donors. As seen in table 3.1, GSE11057 shows the
relative proportions of the four cell lines present in the cell mixtures[8].

The four cell lines used were named Jurkat (from T-cells), IM-9 (from Bcells), Raji (from B-cells) and THP-1 (from monocyte cells). Jurkat, IM-9,
Raji and THP-1 were created due to their similarity, but still with the ability
to differentiate in regard to the gene expression. The authors stated that
the cell lines function in regard to the immune system were not important, but chose to include two B-cell lines which were somewhat similar to
each other in search of being able to distinguish between similar immune
cells[8]. So, although these cell lines are both originally from B cells, they
are quite divergent in their gene expression. They are not highly similar
as PD-1 high and low are (see below). The four cell lines (12 samples in
GSE11103) are considered pure cells, while the four different mixtures (12
samples in GSE11103 as well) are considered mixes of cell lines. By using
GSE11103, the idea is to use the four (pure) cell lines to deconvolve and
detect the amount of each cell type present in the cell mixtures.
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MixA
MixB
MixC
MixD

Jurkat
2.5
0.5
0.1
0.02

IM-9
1.25
3.17
4.95
3.33

Raji
2.5
4.75
1.65
3.33

THP-1
3.75
1.58
3.3
3.33

Table 3.1: The overall design of GSE11057.
Newman et al. used GSE11103 for testing their deconvolution tool CIBERSORT for detecting cell types and by spiking in various amounts of a cell,
as well as comparing CIBERSORT’s performance against LLSR[7]. In addition to the mixtures and pure cell lines in GSE11103, they also used a colon
cancer cell line (GSM269529 and GSM269530; GSE10650) for spiking tumor
into the mixtures. This was motivated for benchmarking the performance
of CIBERSORT, and the other tools, when the tumor content increased.
Even though GSE11103 contains two similar cell lines (IM-9 and Raji, both
from B-cells), they may not be closely related cell subsets. Abbas et al.
stated that their function in regard to the immune system where not important[8]. In real life experiments it is essential to be able to distinguish
between closely related immune cells which has a critical task in the immune system. If there are two highly similar cell subsets, but only one of
the them is able to kill tumor while the other may promote cancer growth,
it is crucial to be able to differentiate between them.
GSE26495 contains 16 samples of Naive CD8+ CD3+ T cells (4 samples),
PD-1 high CD8+ CD3+ T cells (6 samples) and PD-1 low CD8+ CD3+ T
cells (6 samples)[17]. The PD-1 high CD8+ CD3+ T cells (PD-1 high) shows
an exhausted immune cell phenotype and may not perform as it should,
the PD-1 low CD8+ CD3+ T cells (PD-1 low) expresses the opposite. PD-1
(programmed cell death-1) is a protein found on some T-cells surface and
is central in the process of controlling the production of T-cells in the immune system[2]. T-cells with low PD-1 may ’unleash’ the immune system,
while a high PD-1 will control it. The receptor on T-cells with high PD1 can connect to cancer cells antigen and can agree to cease - which is in
favour for the cancer cells to grow further. By using specific drugs, the receptor for PD-1 high T-cells will block the receptor which makes the T-cells
behave like a PD-1 low T-cell. PD-1 high and low are immune cells that are
highly similar, and therefore a prime example of critically important cell
types which is very difficult to deconvolve accurately.
T-cells kill cancer cells where the connection to their antigens are blocked
or refused. Such drugs (e.g. Pembrolizumab, Nivolumab, or the newly
discovered drug called Atezolizumab) proves, in some cases, to shrink the
tumor and prolong the survival of patients, or in some cases even cure
the patients[2]. Melanoma (a type of skin cancer) was earlier considered a
death sentence, but with new drugs it shows both a high survival rate for
patients suffering from melanoma, and in some cases a complete cure.
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GSE22153 is a data set consisting of 57 samples where each sample is from
a patient suffering from melanoma. The article also describes information
about each patient, e.g. age of metastases, and the patients have been followed since 2000[38]. GSE22153 is valuable due to knowing the outcome
for each patient, using it as mixes and having GSE26495 as comparable pure
cell lines may expose which patients have high or low PD-1. With that information, I can compare the result to each patient where those with low
PD-1 should have higher survival rate compared to those with high PD-1.
T-cells with high and low PD-1 are highly similar, but have two completely
different functions in the immune response to cancer. Being able to differentiate between those two may be crucial when determining the prognosis
of a patient suffering from melanoma or other types of cancer. It is therefore important to use GSE26495 when testing the ability of CIBERSORT and
LLSR to deconvolve closely related immune cells.

3.2

Quantile normalization

Sample data (like GSE11103, GSE26495, etc.) often have replicates due to
technical variation. Some data sets are already normalised, but to be sure
that no technical variation is present, the data can be quantile normalised.
Quantile normalization is a method where the elements in multiple arrays
are assigned the same set of values. This is done by ranking the elements in
each array based on their value. All the elements across the arrays with the
same rank are calculated to an average value based on their initial value,
and the new average value is applied to the element. The arrays will contain the same set of values, but most likely not in the same order (see table
3.2 to 3.6). The method is motivated by the idea that a quantile-quantile
plot shows that the distribution of two data vectors is equal if the plot is a
straight diagonal line and not equal if it is not a diagonal line[39].
Let qk = (qk1 , . . . , qkn ) for k = 1 , . . . , p be the vector of the kth quantiles
!

1
1
√ ,. . . , √
be the
n
n
unit diagonal. To transform from the quantiles so that they all lie along the
diagonal, consider the projection of q onto d[39]:
for all n array qk = (qk1 , . . . , qkn ) and d =

projd qk =

1
n

n

1
∑ qkj , ..., n
j =1
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(3.1)

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3
Gene 4

Jurkat
1
2
5
6

Jurkat
4
3
7
1

Jurkat
3
2
8
6

Table 3.2: A matrix of gene expression for triplicates of Jurkat cell line.

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3
Gene 4

Jurkat
1 (rank 1)
2 (rank 2)
5 (rank 3)
6 (rank 4)

Jurkat
4 (rank 3)
3 (rank 2)
7 (rank 4)
1 (rank 1)

Jurkat
3 (rank 2)
2 (rank 1)
8 (rank 4)
6 (rank 3)

Table 3.3: Step one: Assign rank for each score within each column.
Jurkat
1 (rank 1)
2 (rank 2)
5 (rank 3)
6 (rank 4)

Jurkat
1 (rank 1)
3 (rank 2)
4 (rank 3)
7 (rank 4)

Jurkat
2 (rank 1)
3 (rank 2)
6 (rank 3)
8 (rank 4)

Table 3.4: Step two: Sort scores within each column based on their rank (the
column with genes is temporarily removed to avoid confusion).
(Jurkat + Jurkat + Jurkat) / 3.0
(1 + 1 + 2) / 3.0 = 1.33 (rank 1)
(2 + 3 + 3) / 3.0 = 2.67 (rank 2)
(5 + 4 + 6) / 3.0 = 5.00 (rank 3)
(6 + 7 + 8) / 3.0 = 7.00 (rank 4)
Table 3.5: Step three: Calculate the average score row-wise for each rank.
Now each cell line will have the same distribution of scores.

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3
Gene 4

Jurkat
1.33 (rank 1)
2.67 (rank 2)
5 (rank 3)
7 (rank 4)

Jurkat
5 (rank 3)
2.67 (rank 2)
7 (rank 4)
1.33 (rank 1)

Jurkat
2.67 (rank 2)
1.33 (rank 1)
7 (rank 4)
5 (rank 3)

Table 3.6: Step four: Go back to the original matrix (see table 3.2), and
replace the original scores with the newly calculated scores with respect to
their rank.

3.3

Pearson correlation

CIBERSORT uses Pearson correlation to compare the estimated mixture
with the original mixture, but the correlation is restricted to signature
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genes. The estimated mixture is calculated by f × B where B is the signature matrix and f is an unknown fraction of each cell type in the mixture[7].
A high value (1 is maximum) means a high correlation between the two
mixtures, 0 means no correlation, while a low value (-1 is minimum) concludes in a negative correlation (see figure 3.1 for visualisation examples).
The authors of CIBERSORT uses Pearson correlation to determine its performance when the tumor content or noise content is increased. They also
created heatmaps with the correlation values for every algorithm they compared CIBERSORT against. These heatmaps showed that CIBERSORT outperformed every deconvolution algorithm with respect to increased tumor
and noise content. By using Pearson correlation I can determine whether
CIBERSORT and LLSR manages to successfully generate an estimated mixture when the tumor (or noise) content increases.

Figure 3.1: An example of how the graph is presented with different
correlation values[40].

3.4

Programming

Python and R are two scripting languages widely used in the scientific community. The languages provide a wide collection of valuable bioinformatics packages. Using existing and known bioinformatics packages simplify
the work as well as ensures accurate and trustworthy calculations. Both
languages were used for different reasons:
• Python is the faster language and also has the advantage of NumPy,
a module with speed close to pure Fortran, C, and C++. R also seems
to be more prone to memory usage as well as being slower, Python
was therefore the choice for the simulation. I also used Python for
plotting tasks as it provides a strong plotting library (matplotlib).
• R’s globaltest excels as a very simple way to calculate differential
gene expression (DGE). There were not many opportunities to
calculate DGE in Python without implementing an algorithm on your
own.
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• By converting data sets to another database (e.g. Affymetrix to
HGNC) biomaRt in R provides an API which executes the process
with only 5 code lines. However, I only used it to provide a list
where genes from each database are mapped to each other. The actual
process of converting gene symbols was done in Python due to the
speed of NumPy. The list of mapped gene symbols were kept for
later use to avoid querying (spamming) biomaRt’s database.
Environment
I used Ubuntu 14.04 as operating system because it is more "open"
(compared to Windows) when it comes to install and run different
applications, and to deal with different files which I may encounter during
this project, e.g. CEL files. I used Python 3.4.3 which is a part of Anaconda
2.3.0, and Sublime Text as editor.
Python modules
When programming in Python, there are always a number of different
standard modules being used, e.g. time, sys etc., that is not worth
explaining as they only do a tiny job in the project. There are, however,
a few packages worth explaining as they are rather central in many of the
calculations and functions throughout this project:
rpy2 allows you to run R code in a Python script. This offers you the
possibility to use Python modules and R packages in the same script,
and opens the opportunity to use valuable bioinformatics packages
that may only be available in R.
NumPy is shorten for Numerical Python and has a fixed-size, homogeneous
(fixed-type), multi-dimensional array type and lots of functions
for various array operations. The result is a dynamically typed
environment for array computing similar to basic Matlab. The speed
of NumpPy operations is quite close to what is obtained in pure
Fortran, C, or C++[41]. The basic Python with lists and loops is rather
slow, and NumPy will contribute to speeding up processes when
working with large files and data structures.
argparse simplifies the process of interpreting command line inputs. It
provides a hassle-free approach to avoid implementing your own
command line arguments interpreter. One of the sub-goals in this
project is to create a framework which is simple to use and should
be able to handle most of the data itself. The idea is to let the user
notify (through command line arguments) whether the input files are
mixtures, cell lines etc..
R packages
To find the R packages I needed, I used the Bioconductor database.
Bioconductor is an open source, open development software project to
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provide tools for the analysis and comprehension of high-throughput
genomic data. It is based primarily on the R programming language[42].
biomaRt contains a database of genes on different platforms like Affy,
Ensembl and Hugo, and has the advantage of converting gene ids
from one platform to another if needed[43].
limma is central for data analysis and visualisation of data for microarrays.
edgeR is used for studying RNA-seq expression and has different statistical functions for differential expression analysis.
Rserve is required to run CIBERSORT. It runs as a socket server and opens
a connection which allows programming languages to use R code.
CIBERSORT is an executable java file, but the source code is written
in R.
globaltest is used to calculate the differential gene expression between two
cells. It implements different tests for usage in gene sets.

3.4.1

DeconSim: a bioinformatics workflow to deconvolve highly
similar cell types from tumor

One sub-goal in this thesis is to create a black box (DeconSim) for the whole
process. This is to ease of the process of simulating data with tumor content, running several algorithms and to visualize the result. My plan is to
develop a framework (DeconSim) for researchers to easily add additional
deconvolution tools to it and without being exposed to programming since
some biologist (or researchers from other scientific fields) may not possess
the skill of programming.
An easy approach for automation is to create a Shell or Python script which
calls other scripts in correct order and correct arguments. There are some
parameters where the user would need to change certain variables in the
configuration file to personalize the pipe line for their usage. I plan to configure DeconSim to expect input data and other information by using flags
in the command line or request information from the user from keyboard
input. To implement a function to interpret flags and arguments from the
command line, Python offers a module called ’argparse’ while Shell have
built-in function for such tasks.

3.4.2

Implementation of two different deconvolution classes

The reason for creating DeconSim is to automate processes. A major reason
is to run multiple existing deconvolution algorithms without concerning
about the handling of input data. In order to run multiple tools within a
framework it is necessary to understand how they run and what they expect as input data.
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The first deconvolution tool I decided to include was CIBERSORT. This
is a newly released deconvolution algorithm, and the authors stated that
CIBERSORT outperformed other methods with respect to noise, unknown
mixture content and closely related cell types[7]. CIBERSORT uses ν-SVR
which is supervised machine learning and also a pioneering approach to
deconvolution. Since the most important task in this thesis is to create a
tool which can benchmark different deconvolution algorithms which can
detect closely related cell subsets from mixtures, CIBERSORT falls in category as a natural choice of deconvolution algorithm to select. In order to
find a deconvolution tool to compare CIBERSORT against, a list from ShenOrr et al. (2013) was used for further investigation (see section 2.2.1). The
authors gathered information from various deconvolution algorithms and
added them to an R package called ’CellMix’[23]. They later classified the
different methods with respect to output data, and sorted by the type of input data. CIBERSORT was published in 2015 and is therefore not included
in CellMix, but it requires a matrix of reference gene expression signatures
as input data and the resulting output data from CIBERSORT is an estimation of cell proportions.
There is thus a need to find another method which matches CIBERSORT
requirements:
• Requires reference profiles as input data.
• Requires proportions as output data.
• Is compatible with microarray data.
In the category of relevant deconvolution algorithms, we find LLSR[8],
DeconRNAseq[26], PERT[25], and methylSpectrum[24]. DeconRNAseq is
immediately removed as a possibility due to its use of RNAseq. MethylSpectrum estimates proportions from DNA methylation reference profiles,
which is not relevant. PERT is written in Octave code which makes it
harder to integrate it to the pipeline.
LLSR is written in R and matches exactly the same classes as CIBERSORT,
which is the reason for choosing LLSR in comparison to CIBERSORT. Both
Newman et al. (2015) and Abbas et al. (2009) used human cell lines Jurkat,
THP-1, Raji, and IM-9 (GSE11103) in their paper when showing results of
discovering the cell proportions from their runs. In the paper by Abbas et
al., they not only present their deconvolution algorithm using least square
fit, but they also present their work in creating the GSE11103 data set[8].
Regarding both CIBERSORT and LLSR (Linear Least-Square Regression)
used GSE11103 data set in their paper producing results for their respective algorithms, there may be biases towards the algorithms using
GSE11103. Both CIBERSORT and LLSR (Linear Least-Square Regression)
used GSE11103 in their deconvolution process. This may have caused
a bias towards developing the respective algorithms to perform well on
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GSE11103. LLSR was included as one of the methods CIBERSORT was
compared to, and CIBERSORT outperformed it[7]. It is therefore important
to test the respective algorithms to a completely new data set which contains closely related immune cells where the exact quantity is specified in
the description.
In terms of predicting somewhat similar cell types from complex tissue
like a tumor: both CIBERSORT and linear approaches (LLSR) have demonstrated some ability to deconvolve from a simulated panel of four distinct
in-vitro ("within the glass") cell lines, two of which were from the same
immune cell lineage. However, an unanswered question is the measured
ability of these methods to deconvolve highly similar subsets of cells which
have critical functional differences in-vivo (for example CD8+ T cells which
are high or low for the checkpoint inhibitor PD1[17]). Thus, a significant
step in the right direction of understanding the immune response to cancer
is to deconvolve closely related cell types.

3.4.3

Simulating noise and tumor purity

Both CIBERSORT and LLSR expects a mixture as input. A mixture is
defined as a mixed combination of different cells. In order to test their
performance in a more realistic scenario, tumor and noise should be spiked
in. The simulated mixtures can imitate a more pragmatic scenario where
both tumor and noise are present.
Earlier I discussed GSE11103, and how CIBERSORT and LLSR have used
that data set in their runs to produce results (see section 3.1.1). GSE11103
should be used due to the cell lines, mixtures of cell lines and relative
amount of cell lines in the mixture. However, there is still a need to spike
in tumor in order to benchmark the respective algorithms performance on
detecting tumor and cell subset content. This is followed by analysis of the
ability to detect highly similar subsets of cells. Spiking in tumor and noise
will interfere with the gene expression representing cell lines present in the
mixtures.
As a tumor cell line, Newman et al. (2015) used GSM269529 and
GSM269530 (samples from GSE10650) which is a colon cancer cell line
(HCT116). The procedure for simulating mixtures with tumor content is
to apply an increased tumor content by iteration. Newman et al. (2015)
generated 30x30 where the tumor content increased by 3.33% per iteration,
totalling 900 sets.
The idea of my thesis is to replicate this approach for simulating 900 sets of
data, and replicate the way they spike in both tumor and noise. In order to
push each deconvolution tool to the limits for the benchmarking part - and
to answer my main goal - I will spike in closely related cells. This will take
part during simulation in order to benchmark the ability of the bioinform30

atics pipeline.

3.4.4

Converting probes to official HGNC gene symbols

The format of the data sets (see section 3.1.1) used in this thesis are Affymetrix probes, but Newman et al. converted probes to HUGO gene symbols[7]. HUGO is an abbreviation for Human Genome Organisation, and
is a set of gene symbols to the human genome. The HGNC (HUGO Gene
Nomenclature Committee) assigns standardised nomenclature to human
genes and every gene symbol is a short abbreviation of their full name[44].
For converting from Affymetrix probes to HUGO gene symbols, I will use
biomaRt package in R which enables you to use the ensembl database for
conversion. Newman et al. used HUGO gene symbol for their approach,
and converted to it from Affymetrix probes.

3.4.5

Benchmarking performance of deconvolution tools

Even though the authors of CIBERSORT benchmarked their deconvolution
algorithm against other deconvolution algorithms and showed great performance, there should be an unbiased comparison in order to conclude if
CIBERSORT outperforms others or if the authors are somehow biased. For
benchmarking LLSR and CIBERSORT, I chose to compare their performance with respect to Pearson correlation and actual guesses of predicted
amount of immune cells present in mixtures. CIBERSORTs ability to profile highly similar subsets was not really put to the test. To compare Pearson correlation I want to replicate the heatmaps generated by Newman et
al. where they generated a total of 900 data sets (30x30) with increased tumor and noise content. This type of user friendly visualisation displays the
areas where an algorithm succeeds or fails to estimate a new mixture. It
is important to reproduce their approach to produce their results and then
being able to correctly analyze CIBERSORT’s ability to deconvolve highly
similar subsets. This will produce reliable statements for whether it succeeded or not.
CIBERSORT and LLSRs ability to detect closely related immune cells was
plotted to show if they agree or disagree on a specific immune cell (estimates different percentage of amount). It is crucial to actually know the correct amount of each immune cell present in each mixture. If not, we would
blindly believe in their estimations without knowing that their estimation
is far fetched. To solve this, I implemented a voting (crowd sourcing) script
to determine whether the deconvolution was successful or not. In data sets
where the true coefficients are known (e.g. GSE11103), a threshold for allowed miscalculation will determine success rate. Using data sets where
the true coefficients are not know (e.g. GSE26495 and GSE22153), other
parameters must compensate, like P-value and Pearson correlation. Such
voting script will also help me answer one of my sub-goals: whether the
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algorithms perform best separately or in combination.
I have chosen to select specific data sets to plot, like with no tumor and
noise present, and with tumor and noise present, to narrow the result set
to what I think is the essential area of interest. Having a realistic amount of
tumor present is crucial to benchmark CIBERSORT’s and LLSR’s abilities
to deconvolve immune cells in a "close to real life" manner and it shows
that such realistic amount would be around 70%[45]. This will hopefully
draw a picture of how well the two deconvolution classes performs in a
realistic experiment.

3.4.6

Differential Gene Expression

In order to achieve the main goal for this thesis, I need to know which
cells are closely related to each other. I must prove that two cell lines are
closely related or not. This can be accomplished by calculating the differential gene expression. Differential gene expression analysis focus on each
of the genes, not the combination of all the genes like in gene expression
analysis. It allows us to analyze specific genes from different samples, like
tumor or mixtures. Using differential gene expression on a tumor sample
and a mixture of cells expose how different genes express themselves in different environments. One of the usual output variables is p-value, which
tells the user how significant the test is (null hypothesis). In my case, a high
p-value would say that the two cells compared most likely are not different, while a low p-value means that they most likely are different. A high
p-value does not explicitly say that two cells are similar, but rather that in
very few cases the genes were differentially expressed.

3.4.7

Signature Matrix

CIBERSORT requires an input matrix of reference gene expression signatures called "signature matrix", and this matrix has in earlier studies been
called base or basis matrices according to Newman et al.[7]. The signature
matrix possesses a small number of "trademark genes" for pure cell lines.
Trademark genes are significantly differentially expressed genes among all
the cell lines, meaning that genes that express a high score for one cell line,
and a low score for the others, are relevant for the signature matrix. The
authors stated that while developing their own signature matrix (LM22),
expressed genes were found by using a two-sided unequal variance t-text,
and genes with a false discovery rate below <0.3 are considered significant[7]. The significant genes were sorted by decreasing fold change compared to other cell lines, and top G were kept for signature matrices. After
iterating G from 50 to 200, they kept the signature matrix which had the
lowest condition number (11.4) where G was 102 and the final signature
matrix consisted of 547 distinct genes[7].
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The number of genes present in signature matrix vary based on a combination of the number of pure cell lines used, and how many genes are required to express a specific pure cell line. Genes from the signature matrix
are used for recognizing cell subsets within a mixture. The signature matrix is an essential part of CIBERSORT, and is required to run CIBERSORT.
Newman et al. (2015) state that using a signature matrix (1) speeds up the
run time as it ignores genes which do not express any particular cell subset, and (2) achieves a better signal-to-noise ratio as it preselects reference
profiles having maximal discriminatory power[7]. They also state that their
approach is unique compared to others for developing signature matrices
like LLSR[8]. The signature genes are central for SVR when deconvolving a
mixture, and the result is an estimated mixture calculated by CIBERSORT.
The result from CIBERSORT also provides a Pearson correlation which is
calculated by comparing the signature genes from the original mixture to
the equivalent genes in the estimated mixture.
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Chapter 4

Implementation
The implementation of the framework (DeconSim) consist of different
components called tools (red rectangles in figure 4.1). A tool is a script
(e.g. simulation) or a deconvolution algorithm (e.g. CIBERSORT), and is
a mandatory component in the framework. In this chapter, I will proceed
through the entire framework explaining every tool in the framework as
well as other necessary scripts/tools not included in the framework.

COMMAND

CIBERSORT

OUTPUT

INPUT

SIMULATION

VOTING

LLSR

OUTPUT

OUTPUT

Figure 4.1: A figure describing how the process is run. The red boxes are
part of DeconSim while the green boxes are not.

4.1

DeconSim

I introduce DeconSim, a bioinformatics workflow to deconvolve highly
similar cell types from tumor. It is a framework for running simulation and
deconvolution tools simultaneously and benchmarking their performance.
It works as a "black box": a system that requires an input and yields an
output without any knowledge of its internal implementation is needed.
The figure 4.1 shows the whole process of DeconSim.
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4.1.1

Input processing

It starts of being executed by the user (the red box called "COMMAND"),
and the user must make sure to set the correct values for the variables in
the configuration file. The configuration file consists of different variables
like tumor and noise iteration, file names, and other variables needed for
the voting. If the variable values are defined, the user can execute DeconSim with the desired approach (see listing 4.1). The variables define which
input files are fed to the simulation script (the green box called "INPUT")
and they must be gene expression files with the format described in table
4.1.
1

import a r g p a r s e

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

# You can d e f i n e which f l a g s t h a t a r e allowed t o be used ,
# what t h e i r v a r i a b l e names should be and how many arguments
# a r e allowed .
p a r s e r = a r g p a r s e . ArgumentParser ( )
p a r s e r . add_argument ( "−m" , "−−MIXTURES" , help= " Mixtures " , nargs= ’ * ’
)
p a r s e r . add_argument ( "− t " , "−−TUMORS" , help= " Tumors " , nargs= ’ * ’ )
p a r s e r . add_argument ( "−c " , "−−CELL_LINES " , help= " C e l l l i n e s " , nargs
=’* ’)

10
11
12

# a r g p a r s e p a r s e s t h e input from t h e user
args = parser . parse_args ( )

Listing 4.1: The ’argparse’ module in Python
The module ’argparse’ provided an easy way to parse the input from the
user using flags (see listing 4.1). The input data are saved to variables, e.g.
’args.MIXTURES’, and are easily accessible. ’argparse’ is only necessary
for the input data the user wants to add, all other data or desired file
names on output data are stored in a configuration file named ’config.py’.
The variables in the configuration file are accessed when running the
simulation, a deconvolution tool or the voting. In order to run the
framework, the user must be familiar with terms for input data:
Mixtures: Sometimes referred to as ’mixes’. This is the matrix consisting
of samples that are to be deconvolved and is also a victim to the
simulation.
Reference matrix: A matrix needed by CIBERSORT to create a signature
matrix. It must only contain pure cell lines with replicates, as
CIBERSORT expects at least two columns in the matrix to be
compared. Example in table 4.9.
Signature matrix: A matrix generated by CIBERSORT by using a reference
matrix and a phenotype classes matrix. It contains signature genes for
the cell lines. A signature gene is a gene that expresses itself to be a
"trademark gene" for that specific cell line. Example in table 4.11.
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Phenotype classes: A matrix needed by CIBERSORT to create a signature
matrix. It can contain three different numbers: 0 (no comparison),
1 (is member of the cell line in reference matrix), and 2 (will
be compared against the other cell lines in the reference matrix).
Example in table 4.10.
Pure cell lines matrix: A matrix needed by LLSR as a reference to how the
different cell lines express themselves. It is identical to the reference
matrix, but it does not contain replicates. The matrix must contain
the same amount of genes as the mixture.

4.1.2

Simulating noise and tumor purity

The first tool executed in DeconSim is the simulation script. It is needed for
spiking in tumor and noise to the input mixtures as well as preparing the
original data sets for each deconvolution tool. In figure 4.2 the simulation
step process from input to output is shown when simulating mixtures.
INPUT

FILE HANDLER

QUANTILE NORMALISATION

OUTPUT

FILE HANDLER

SPIKE IN

Figure 4.2: A figure describing how the simulation is run. The red boxes are
part of the simulation while the green boxes are input/output. The output
from simulation is input data for the deconvolution tools (see figure 4.1).
Input: The first step is to have the input data on the format shown in table
4.1. There are different input files for the simulation like mixtures,
pure cell lines and tumor cell lines (see section 4.1.1 for detailed
information).
File handler: The next step is the ’file handler’ which processes the input
data and prepares it for the next steps. In this step, it also asks the
user for which columns in the input matrix which are relevant. Nonrelevant columns are skipped.
Quantile normalisation: Quantile normalises the data first among the
replicates, then with all the other mixtures/cell lines. See listing 4.2
for the algorithm.
Spike in: This is a step for simulating mixtures with tumors. It iterates
over the amount of data sets opted in the config file, then spikes in
tumor and noise gradually.
File handler: After quantile normalisation and spike in (only if mixture),
the simulated data is transformed back to a format which written to
file(s).
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Output: The output data resulting from simulation are spiked in with
tumor and noise (mixtures) and quantile normalised. It is then ready
for processing by the deconvolution tools.
Input and output format for simulation is on the form of a matrix with
sample/cells as columns and genes as rows. Values are floating point numbers as shown in example below.

Gene
Gene
Gene
...

Sample/cell
17.18
2.22
359.84
...

Sample/cell
7.33
260.08
25.25
...

Sample/cell
204.07
29.34
33.62
...

...
...
...
...
...

Table 4.1: Example of how the format of source data is needed to be. The
numbers are randomly chosen.
Mixtures are stored in files where the deconvolution tools are trying to detect the amount of immune cells present in it. My approach for simulating tumors and noise in mixtures are reproduced from Newman et al.[7].
This approach was chosen because of its promising results, and because
it described how they thought a simulated tumor could be created. Even
though they described their approach, some elements were missing or hard
to interpret. It is an essential part of the thesis to simulate a tumor as
realistic as possible, and the purpose is to the two different deconvolution
classes performance in a realistic approach.
Two important functions in the simulation are the quantile normalisation
(see section 3.2) and noise. R has a function in ’preprocessCore’ which calculates the quantile normalisation of a matrix, and in order to use this function I first tried to run it in Python using rpy2. After some tests it showed
to not calculate the correct result (compared to the result from running it in
R), most likely due to some error in the translation between Python and R
objects. I decided to implement quantile normalisation in Python by using
built-in functions in numpy (see listing 4.2). The result from the new function is equal to the result by running quantile normalisation in R.
1

import numpy as np

2
3
4
5

# Input i s an a r r a y with samples i n t h e columns and
# probes a c r o s s t h e rows
def a l g o (GENE_VALUES_MATRIX) :

6
7

A = GENE_VALUES_MATRIX

8
9
10

# C r e a t e a new a r r a y with t h e same s i z e as GENE_VALUES_MATRIX
AA = np . z e r o s _ l i k e (A)

11
12

I = np . a r g s o r t (A, a x i s =0)

13
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14
15
16

# The p r o c e s s o f c a l c u l a t i n g q u a n t i l e s and r e p l a c i n g them
# with t h e previous v a l u e s from GENE_VALUES_MATRIX
AA[ I , np . arange (A. shape [ 1 ] ) ] = np . mean (A[ I , np . arange (A. shape [ 1 ] )
] , a x i s =1) [ : , np . newaxis ]

17
18

r e t u r n AA

Listing 4.2: Quantile normalisation implemented in Python
Noise was implemented using a formula defined by Newman et al. (see
listing 4.3). The authors iterated over tumor content (0% to <100%) and
noise (f, [0,1)) in 30 regularly spaced intervals such that, together, 900 sets
of mixtures were analyzed[7]. Following this process, I decided to iterate
over 20 regularly spaced intervals in tumor content and noise, ending up
with 400 sets of mixtures. The amount of noise added to each gene was
randomly sampled from the distribution:
2 N (0, f ×σ)

(4.1)

Where N is normal distribution, f is in the range [0,1) and σ is set to the
global standard deviation across the original mixtures represented in log2
space (σ = 11.6). With this kind of selection of noise, we obtain true noise.
1
2

import numpy as np
import random

3
4
5
6

# Adding c o n t r o l l e d l e v e l o f n o i s e t o a normalized matrix .
# Formula f o r n o i s e i s d e f i n e d by Newman e t a l .
def a d d _ n o i s e _ c o n t r o l l e d ( normalized_matrix , i n t e r v a l ) :

7
8
9
10

append_noise_to_values = [ ]
# The input i s a row i n t h e matrix o f mixtures
f o r j i n range ( l e n ( normalized_matrix ) ) :

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

# f c o n t r o l s t h e l e v e l o f n o i s e t o be spiked i n
# q i s g l o b a l standard d e v i a t i o n f o r mixtures i n GSE11103
# N i s t h e normal d i s t r i b u t i o n from 0 t o f * q
# n o i s e i s then d e f i n e d by 2^N
f = interval / 100.0
q = 11.6
N = np . random . normal ( 0 , f * q )
noise = 2 ** N
append_noise_to_values . append ( normalized_matrix [ j ] + n o i s e )

21
22

r e t u r n np . a r r a y ( append_noise_to_values ) ;

Listing 4.3: Noise function
Spiking in noise is a part of a iteration process where tumor is also spiked
in. Tumor is spiked in first, then noise is applied. The first approach was to
have tumor as a sample (column) in the mixture instead of spiking it in to
the existing mixtures. This turned out not to be a good choice as the idea
of deconvolution is to detect different cells from a mixture, while having
tumor as a separate sample would always result in having 100% tumor in
that sample and 0% tumor in the other mixtures. The approach of spiking
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in tumor was changed to actually spiking in tumor to the existing mixtures.
This proved to be a very simple and realistic approach, and is described in
tables 4.2 to 4.5:
(a)

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3

A
3
11
20

(b)

B
4
3
9

C
3
13
7

D
2
11
8

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3

Tumor
5
32
47

Table 4.2: In table a are the original mixtures of cells, while in table b is the
tumor cell line. In this example 10% tumor will be spiked in.

(a)

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3

A
2.7
9.9
18

(b)

B
3.6
2.7
8.1

C
2.7
11.7
6.3

D
1.8
9.9
7.2

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3

Tumor
0.5
3.2
4.7

Table 4.3: First, I decrease the mixtures by 10%, resulting in a total of
90% for each gene score. The tumor cell line is decreased by 90%, so the
remaining gene scores is at 10%.

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3

A
2.7 + 0.5
9.9 + 3.2
18 + 4.7

B
3.6 + 0.5
2.7 + 3.2
8.1 + 4.7

C
2.7 + 0.5
11.7 + 3.2
6.3 + 4.7

D
1.8 + 0.5
9.9 + 3.2
7.2 + 4.7

Table 4.4: Second, I spike in 10% of the tumor cell line to each mixture.

Gene 1
Gene 2
Gene 3

A
3.2
13.1
22.7

B
4.1
5.9
12.8

C
3.2
14.9
11

D
2.3
13.1
11.9

Table 4.5: The resulting simulated data with 10% tumor spiked in.
Even though Newman et al. generated 900 data sets (30x30), there should
not be too much differences result-wise compared to my approach (20x20;
400 data sets). Using 30x30 data sets yield more precise heatmaps (see section 5.3) for displaying the Pearson correlation, but 20x20 display the same
pattern with only a bit less precision and color contrast. Another reason for
generating 20x20 instead of 30x30 is due to run time and disk space - many
different approaches was made which forced me to generate large amount
of data. Using the approach suggested by Newman et al. would use more
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than double of the run time and disk space for my approach.
The most important part of the simulation is to simulate mixtures with
tumor and noise spike in. However, I have added two other options for
running the simulation: reference matrix and pure cell line matrix (both
has been explained above). These two options has been added in order to
quantile normalise cell lines or add other cell lines (from different matrices)
together in one matrix. The step "spike in" has been excluded as cell lines
are meant to be kept pure (see figure 4.3).
INPUT

FILE HANDLER

QUANTILE NORMALISATION

OUTPUT

FILE HANDLER

Figure 4.3: A figure describing how the simulation is run with cell lines
instead of mixtures. The red boxes are part of the simulation while the
green boxes are input/output.

4.1.3

Converting probes to official HGNC gene symbols

Newman et al. converted GSE11103 from Affymetrix to HUGO gene
symbols and in the initial implementation of DeconSim I implemented it
(see figure 4.4). However, I later decided to have it as an optional function (see below). In the conversion from Affymetrix (affy_hg_u133_plus_2
database) to HUGO gene symbol (hgnc_symbol database), I used hsapiens_gene_ensembl as organism. The ensembl database restricts the number
of queries made by a user daily. To avoid querying the ensembl database
every time I convert from probes to HUGO, I queried the database once
and saved a matrix containing each probe and which HUGO gene symbol

COMMAND

OUTPUT

VOTING

INPUT

CIBERSORT

OUTPUT

SIMULATION

CONVERSION

LLSR

OUTPUT

Figure 4.4: A figure describing how the initial process (DeconSim) was run
with conversion included. The red boxes are part of DeconSim while the
green boxes are not. This figure has conversion of expression data included.
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it maps to. Accessing that file saved time and also let me run the conversion without concerning about the restriction of queries to emsembl.
In my implementation I used Python to access the file containing the mapping from probes to HUGO. About ~5.000 probes were not mapped to a
HUGO gene symbol and therefore skipped. ~10.000 HUGO gene symbols
had multiple probes mapped to it and to solve this, I calculated the average gene score. Missing out on 5.000 probes as well as mapping numerous
probes to one HUGO gene symbol made me change the conversion to be
an optional function. There are some situations where it is required to run
it, e.g. running two data sets from two different databases, but it should be
added that valuable data would be missing.
The implementation of conversion (see figure 4.5) is described as following:

Input: The first step is to have the input data on the format shown in table
4.1.
File handler: The next step is the ’file handler’ which processes the input
data and prepares it for the next steps. To run the conversion script,
a file with the mapping from database X to database Y is needed (see
table 4.6).
Map/replace: The file containing the mapping between two databases
(table 4.6) is used to map each gene from database X to database Y.
Average: There may occur duplicates (especially if converting from Affymetrix to HGNC gene symbols) and duplicates are calculated to an
average gene value and kept in this step.
File handler: After calculating the average, the converted data is then
transformed back to a format which is interpreted and written to
file(s).
Output: The output data is then processed and ready for the deconvolution tools.

INPUT

FILE HANDLER

MAP/REPLACE

OUTPUT

FILE HANDLER

AVERAGE

Figure 4.5: A figure describing how the conversion is run. The red boxes
are part of the conversion script while the green boxes are input/output.
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"1"
"2"
"3"
"4"

"affy_hg_u133_plus_2"
"231488_at"
"234231_at"
"211937_at"
"217918_at"

"hgnc_symbol"
"OTP"
"CASP16P"
"EIF4BP6"
"DYNLRB1"

Table 4.6: This shows an example of how the file of mapping between two
databases looks like.

4.1.4

Benchmarking performance of deconvolution tools

The integration of deconvolution algorithms and voting script (crowd
sourcing) is a part of DeconSim (see figure 4.1), but the visualization of the
benchmarking is run as a separate workflow for the purpose of the analysis
activities in this study. Visualizing the results makes it easier to compare
and determine the performance for each algorithm. Benchmarking consists
of three parts:
1. Bar charts showing CIBERSORT’s and LLSR’s ability to detect the exact
amount of immune cells present in each mixture, compared to the
actual amount. Implemented in Python using ’pyplot’ in ’matplotlib’.
2. Heatmaps displaying the Pearson correlation for each algorithm over
the 400 data sets. Implemented in Python using ’pyplot’ in ’matplotlib’.
3. Differential gene expression of the immune cells. This is not visualization nor benchmarking, but a (needed) calculation for determining
which immune cells that are highly similar. Implemented in R using
’globaltest’ (see section 4.2).
4. Plots showing the spike-in percentage of immune cells to a mixture
over numerous iterations. Implemented in Python using ’pyplot’ in
’matplotlib’.
The output from CIBERSORT is saved as a text file and contains calculations of coefficients for every immune cell in each mixture, P-value, RMS
error and Pearson correlation. LLSR, however, does only contain the coefficients, and in order to calculate the Pearson correlation, a separate function
in R (’lm’) has to be run. ’lm’ returns an estimated mixture which is used to
calculate Pearson correlation (the estimated mixture compared to the original mixture). Calculating the Pearson correlation for LLSR is done in Python where I retrieve only the genes (probes) from the estimated mixture
which also are signature genes (probes) selected by CIBERSORT. The correlation is calculated by comparing the signature genes from the original
mixture with the signature genes in the estimated mixture.
The voting script is run after CIBERSORT and LLSR (see figure 4.1). It vote
based on what the user has defined in the configuration file (coefficients, Pvalue or Pearson correlation). The configuration file also allows the user to
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decide what the threshold should be for each of the three parameters. For
Pearson correlation, the voting returns 1 (success) if above the threshold,
0 otherwise. This also applies for P-value, but it returns 1 if below the
threshold, 0 otherwise. These parameters are essential when using data
sets where the true coefficients are unknown, and they will give us an indication of how well the estimation is. For data sets where the true amounts
are known, the voting script will allow an error rate based on the coefficient
threshold from the configuration file. And as I mentioned in section 3.4.5,
using these parameters enables me to answer whether the two different deconvolution classes perform best separately or combined). Table 4.7 is an
example which shows how CIBERSORT and LLSR could perform. It also
display how the performance would be if they worked combined or separately. In this example, we can see that using CIBERSORT and LLSR as a
union of tools would yield the best result.

CIBERSORT
LLSR
Intersect
Union

Jurkat
1
0
0
1

IM-9
0
1
0
1

Raji
1
1
1
1

THP-1
0
0
0
0

Table 4.7: In this example, the voting was executed on deconvolving mix
A (GSE11103) with threshold coefficients at 0.05. "1" indicates successfully
deconvolved, "0" indicates not (not without the allowed threshold value).

INPUT

FILE HANDLER

VOTE

OUTPUT

FILE HANDLER

Figure 4.6: A figure describing how the voting script is built up. The red
boxes are part of the voting script while the green boxes are input/output.

4.1.5

Executing and adding more tools

In order to execute other scripts, you need to make sure that the script is
executable and that you have system permission to execute it. This was not
a case for CIBERSORT (java), but for LLSR (Rscript). LLSR was executed
using Rscript as command in terminal since the tool is written in R. To grant
execute permission for a tool (in Linux) simply do the following:
home$ cd navigate/to/folder
folder$ ls -l
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-rw-rw-r-- 1 <user> <user>

745 april

4 21:29 example.r

745 april

4 21:29 example.r

folder$ chmod 755 example.r
folder$ ls -l
-rwxr-xr-x 1 <user> <user>

Following these guidelines (above and listing 4.4) should provide enough
information to apply more deconvolution tools to DeconSim if necessary.
If execution permission is granted to the tool, the steps to add the tool to
DeconSim are very similar (see CIBERSORT example in 4.4):
1. Iteration over the mixture files.
2. Build a command with needed arguments and input data for running
the tool.
3. Execute command.
It should be noted that some tools may require other input formats than the
ones used in CIBERSORT and LLSR. If needed, those types of input data
must be provided by yourself, or a script for generating such files can be
added to DeconSim.
1

import os

2
3

PATH = " /home/ j o r g e n / P r o j e c t s / "

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

# Values f o r i t e r a t i n g over mixture f i l e s generated from
# the simulation
START_TUMOR = 0
STOP_TUMOR = 100
STEP_TUMOR = 5
START_NOISE = 0
STOP_NOISE = 100
STEP_NOISE = 5

13
14
15
16
17
18
19

# Desired f i l e names
PATH_CIBERSORT = PATH + " CIBERSORT . j a r "
CIBERSORT_MIXTURES = PATH + " mixtures_normalized_tumor_ "
PHENOTYPE_CLASSES_FILE = PATH + " p h e n o t y p e _ c l a s s e s "
REFERENCE_FILE = PATH + " s e p a r a t e _ c e l l _ l i n e s _ n o r m "
CIBERSORT_OUTPUT = PATH + " CIBERSORT_referencenorm_ "

20
21
22
23

# I t e r a t i o n over a l l t h e mixture f i l e s
f o r tumor_content i n range (START_TUMOR, STOP_TUMOR, STEP_TUMOR) :
f o r n o i s e _ c o n t e n t i n range ( START_NOISE , STOP_NOISE , STEP_NOISE ) :

24
25
26
27

28
29
30

# B u i l d i n g a command with needed arguments t o e x e c u t e
cmd = " j a v a −Xmx3g −Xms3g − j a r " + PATH_CIBERSORT
cmd += " −M " + CIBERSORT_MIXTURES + s t r ( tumor_content ) + " _ "
+ s t r ( noise_content )
cmd += " −c " + PHENOTYPE_CLASSES_FILE
cmd += " −P " + REFERENCE_FILE
cmd += " > " + CIBERSORT_OUTPUT s t r ( tumor_content ) + " _ " + s t r
( noise_content )
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31

# Execute t o o l by using t h e command
os . system (cmd)

32
33

Listing 4.4:
DeconSim

An example of executing a deconvolution tool within

Listing 4.4 shows an example on how to execute a tool within DeconSim.
In this example, execution of CIBERSORT is shown. All the variables are in
the configuration file but are added to this listing as an example. To keep
variables (edited by the user) in a separate file from rest of the files is a good
approach to keep the code clean.

4.2

Differential Gene Expression

Calculating the differential gene expression is not a part of the framework,
but rather a script used for analyzes of the gene expression of two cells.
First, I went on to create a script which was almost a replication of a script
created by a user called "chapmanb" at Github[46] for calculating differentially expressed genes using edgeR from Bioconductor. It is written in
Python, and uses rpy2 for built-in functions from the R package "edgeR".
After some difficulties with the outdated code from both chapmanb and
old edgeR versions, I decided to implement the whole script in R, discarding Python and rpy2 for this specific task.
limma and edgeR are two R libraries used when calculating the differential
gene expression of a cell. I first implemented it with edgeR, but a function
for calculating the differentially expressed genes returned an error which
said that some internal variable was null. Having problems with getting
access to the source code within edgeR, I decided to switch over to limma,
but this turned out to struggle with comparing two different cells. As a
third option, the implementation was done using the library globaltest. The
script reads in the matrix (microarray) with pure cell lines with replicates.
By defining which replicates that belong to the same cell line, result will
be two groups which ultimately must be compared. The output contains
p-value, standard deviance and other (see section 5.2 for details):
p-value
0.00383

Statistic
67.5

Expected
20

Std.dev
17.5

#Cov
54675

Table 4.8: Example of the expected output from calculating differentially
expressed genes with globaltest.

4.3

Signature Matrix

The signature matrix is needed to run CIBERSORT (see section 3.4.7 for
detailed information on signature matrix) and is also generated by CIBERSORT. For my approach, there are two optional ways to generate a signature matrix; tumor cell line included or excluded. Having the tumor cell
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line present would yield a high Pearson correlation, and would also be
needed to benchmark CIBERSORT’s performance on detecting the amount
of cell lines present as the tumor content increases. Choosing not to have
a tumor cell line in the signature matrix would most likely make the Pearson correlation decline as the tumor content increases. This is a result of
CIBERSORT having trouble to recreate a mixture similar to the input mixture since it does not know how the tumor cell line expresses itself (since
the tumor cell line is not present in the signature matrix). Excluding tumor from the signature matrix would yield enough correlations to display
a heatmap showing how the correlation evolves when the tumor content
increases.
CIBERSORT requires a reference matrix consisting of pure cell subsets and
a phenotype classes matrix where you define which cell lines to compare.
The phenotype classes matrix requires you to compare at least two cell lines
to each other, I solved this by comparing each cell line replicate to each
other: Jurkat (1), Jurkat (2) and Jurkat (3) was compared, IM-9 (1), IM-9 (2)
and IM-9 (3) was compared, etc. (see table 4.9). These cell lines were first
quantile normalised separately, then all together. As seen in table 4.9 and
4.10, the matching cell lines were not combined and calculated with an average score, as I did in the mixture file, but kept in the original shape.

1007_s_at
1053_at
117_at
...

66.06
28.15
141.36
...

Jurkat
27.48
29.38
56.34
...

IM-9
33.95 ...
12.64 ...
75.53 ...
...

8.70
40.65
7.90
...

Raji

THP-1

Table 4.9: Example of the reference sample file.
The phenotype classes file was organized as four rows and twelve columns
(see table 4.10). Each row represents an immune cell line, and each
column represents a mixture from the reference sample file which are to
be compared or not compared against the immune cell lines. "0" indicates
no comparison, "1" indicates that the immune cell line is a member of the
mixture from the reference sample file, and "2" indicates that the immune
cell line will be compared against the mixture from the reference sample
file.
Jurkat
IM-9
Raji
THP-1

1
2
2
2

1
2
2
2

1
2
2
2

2
1
2
2

2
1
2
2

2
1
2
2

2
2
1
2

2
2
1
2

2
2
1
2

2
2
2
1

2
2
2
1

2
2
2
1

Table 4.10: Example of the phenotype classes file.
The resulting gene expression signature matrix (see example in table 4.11)
contains the four distinct cell lines Jurkat, IM-9, Raji, and THP-1. In contrast
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to the reference sample file, which contains roughly ~55 000 unique probes,
the signature matrix only contains right below 600 unique probes. Each of
these 600 probes is a "signature gene" for one of the cell lines. E.g. in table
4.11 1405_i_at would be a signature gene for Raji since the gene score is
high for Raji and low for the other cell lines.

1405_i_at
1552390_a_at
1552623_at
...

Jurkat
17.18
2.22
359.84
...

IM-9
7.33
260.08
25.25
...

Raji
204.07
29.34
33.62
...

THP-1
7.30
17.30
14.54
...

Table 4.11: Example of the signature matrix file.
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Chapter 5

Results and discussion
One important part of my project was to replicate the advanced simulations
in the state of the art tool, CIBERSORT. From there, I have added additional
layers of analysis which address key questions in the field of deconvolution
of rare cell types from complex tissue. I have created a framework
(DeconSim) where more tools can be added as well as having a crowd
sourcing tool to benchmark the performance of the deconvolution tools.

5.1

Generation of datasets to simulate tumor and
noise

Newman et al. (2015) generated 30x30 data sets using GSE11103. The
tumor content were iterated from 0% to <100% resulting in 30 data sets,
and for each of these data sets they generated another 30 data sets where
they gradually increased the noise (f, [0,1))[7]. This results in 900 data sets,
where the tumor content is increased by ~3,33% for each iteration, and f in
(f, [0,1)) (see equation 4.1 for noise) is increased by 0,033 for every data set
for a given tumor percentage.
I decided to generate 20x20 data sets which results in a total of 400 data
sets. This is under half of what the authors of CIBERSORT generated,
but it should be sufficient to determine where CIBERSORT and LLSR fails
with regards to Pearson correlation when either tumor or noise content
increases. The reason for scaling down to 20x20 was first and foremost
the lack of disk space in my programming environment. A set of various
analyzes led to large numbers of data, and by decreasing the data sets
I also reduced the run time for each deconvolution tool. The graphical
result in heatmaps gives a clear picture of how each of the two classes of
deconvolution tools perform.

5.2

Measurements of baseline cell line proportions

The first approach to benchmark the performance of the two classes of deconvolution tools was to analyze their ability to determine the amount of
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cell lines from mixtures. I used the microarray data set GSE11103 (described in 3.1.1) since the actual content of cell lines are already known
(see table 3.1) and thus making it valuable as a benchmarking data set for
deconvolution. In order to start as simple as possible, no tumor, noise or
other cell lines were spiked in since I wanted to check their performance on
a very basic test case.
The mixtures were quantile normalized as well as the reference matrix for
both CIBERSORT and LLSR. The sum of coefficients from LLSR would occasionally not be equal to the expected sum value (1), and the coefficient for
Jurkat would sometimes result in a negative value due to the low amount of
Jurkat present in mixture B, C and D. To solve this, I first changed all negative coefficients to 0, then normalized all coefficients to sum 1. The approach
of removing negative values was also used by the authors of LLSR[8]. The
idea of normalizing the coefficients from LLSR was originally an idea implemented by Newman et al. in CIBERSORT[7]. They also implemented
the process of removing all negative coefficients from the result in CIBERSORT.

Figure 5.1: The figure shows the baseline cell proportions in each mixture.
The red bars indicate CIBERSORT’s estimated coefficients, the yellow bars
indicate LLSR’s estimated coefficients and the green bars indicate the actual
amount (coefficient) of the specific cell present in the mixtures.
As seen in figure 5.1, there is no dominant method that consistently deconvolves the true actual amount consistently. Both CIBERSORT and LLSR
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have their strengths and weaknesses for estimating the cell line proportions
in each mixture. Both methods show a pattern for three of four cell lines;
they overestimate THP-1 and underestimate IM-9 and Raji in each mixture.
However, they differ from each other on Jurkat. The bars show that THP-1
is the most difficult cell line to deconvolve for both LLSR and CIBERSORT.
CIBERSORT has an average overestimation of THP-1 by 0.078 (7,8%) while
LLSR has an average overestimation of THP-1 by 0.116 (11.6%). Regarding
the two B-cell lines IM-9 and Raji, CIBERSORT and LLSR underestimates
IM-9 by 0.074 (7.4%) and 0.05 (5%) respectively, and Raji by 0.025 (2.5%)
and 0.036 (3.6%) respectively. It is interesting to see how LLSR struggles
to detect any Jurkat present in the mixture when the proportion present is
6 5%, on the other side CIBERSORT slightly overestimates the amount of
Jurkat.
Both LLSR and CIBERSORT seem to be able to distinguish between related
cells (Raji and IM-9; both originates from B-cells). Even though Raji and IM9 may originate from B-cells, they are not likely better compared to Jurkat
and THP-1 (see table 5.1), but likely to be more similar than Jurkat and
Raji (see table 5.2). Figure 5.5 shows no similarity between any of the four
cell lines as most of the genes are either a trademark gene within the cell
lines (dark red) or not (dark blue). In order to fully determine the ability of
CIBERSORT and LLSR to deconvolve closely related immune cells, other
cell lines are needed.

p-value
0.00383

Statistic
67.5

Expected
20

Std.dev
17.5

#Cov
54675

Table 5.1: The result of calculating differential expression of IM-9 and Raji.
p-value
0.000657

Statistic
76.2

Expected
20

Std.dev
17.5

#Cov
54675

Table 5.2: The result of calculating differential expression of Jurkat and Raji.
In table 5.1 and 5.2 returns p-value among other variables:
• Statistic: the test statistic.
• Expected: the expected value of the test statistic under the null
hypothesis.
• Std.dev: standard deviation of the test statistic under the null
hypothesis.
• #Cov: number of covariates tested.
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5.3

Simulating noise and tumor purity to benchmark
deconvolution algorithms

In the simulation process (further details in section 5.1) I generate 20x20
data sets where tumor and noise are spiked in at 20 different intervals. I
gradually spike in tumor from 0% to 95% over 20 intervals as well as spiking in noise for f ([0,1)) in 20 intervals for each tumor interval. E.g. for 10%
tumor spike in, the true mixture contents is lowered down by 10%, then
10% of the tumor contents is added. Noise on the other hand is sampled
randomly from a distribution (see equation 4.1) based on the variable f.
Noise is spiked in to simulate technical noise which may occur while processing microarrays and the inherent noise in complex tissues. I used Newman et al. equation for simulating noise, but used both normal distribution
and log-normal distribution in two separate runs.
Heatmaps are used to show the scores from data sets in colors; blue is low
and red is high. In this thesis, the heatmaps indicates either Pearson correlation (e.g. figure 5.2) or the signature genes in the signature matrix (e.g.
figure 5.5). I first decided to use GSE11103 data set in order to compare my
results to the result presented by Newman et al.[7].
The heatmaps were calculated by using the Pearson correlation for every
of the 400 data sets, resulting in 400 Pearson correlation values for each algorithm. A Pearson correlation value can range from -1 to 1 (see section
3.3), but I decided to have the lower limit to 0 even though some values
were negative. This was also done by Newman et al. when comparing
CIBERSORT to other deconvolution algorithms with respect to Pearson
correlation[7]. CIBERSORT produce a correlation score for its result, it is
calculated from CIBERSORTs ability to estimate a mixture and compare it
to the original. Newman et al. does not use this correlation value to generate the heatmaps in their paper (see figure 5.3), but are calculating a new
Pearson correlation value based on CIBERSORTs ability to deconvolve the
ground truth coefficients. LLSR does not provide any Pearson correlation
and therefore I have to calculate the correlation for both the estimated mixture as well as for the coefficients.
Calculating Pearson correlation for estimated mixtures requires the original
mixture and the estimated mixture (by LLSR in this case), the original R
function (’lsfit’) used by LLSR does not provide the estimated mixture but
’lm’ does. ’lm’ is a function for fitting linear models and returns more result
variables compared to ’lsfit’[47]. The authors of CIBERSORT used ’lm’ to
calculate the Pearson correlation for LLSR[7]. After generating estimated
mixtures for all 400 data sets (original mixtures), I used Python to calculate the correlation value between the mixtures by using ’stats’ from ’SciPy’
module. As stated earlier, CIBERSORT use only the genes present in the
signature matrix to calculate the Pearson correlation for its result, and I did
this for the LLSR as well. After retrieving all correlation values, the heat52

maps were generated using ’matplotlib’ package in Python. ’stats’ from
’SciPy’ was used to calculate the correlation between the estimated coefficients and the ground truth coefficients.

(a) CIBERSORT

(b) LLSR

Figure 5.2: The heatmaps show how the Pearson correlation for estimating
mixtures changed over the 400 data sets.
The result from calculating the heatmaps for both CIBERSORT and LLSR
can be seen in figure 5.2 which shows an almost identical result. This raises
the question if CIBERSORT really should only narrow its calculation of
Pearson correlation towards signature genes since it has used those specific
genes to generate the estimated mixture. The resulting heatmaps suggest
that there are only marginal difference between ν-support vector regression (machine learning) and linear regression when estimating mixtures
with regards to the signature genes selected by CIBERSORT. It would be
interesting to be able to calculate the Pearson correlation for CIBERSORT
with other genes than with the signature genes. This may be possible if
the genes in the signature matrix are replaced by other genes, but this may
result in a different estimated mixture than the one produce with the actual signature genes. LLSR uses all pure cells to calculate coefficients and
estimated mixture, and the latter would not be affected by changing the
signature genes.
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Figure 5.3: The figure shows heatmaps generated by Newman et al. for
CIBERSORT and LLSR[7]. The Pearson correlation was calculated by
comparing the estimated coefficients to the ground truth coefficients.
Figure 5.3 are the heatmaps generated by Newman et al. after running
CIBERSORT and LLSR with 30x30 (900) data sets. The variable R indicates
Pearson correlation for comparing the estimated coefficients to the ground
truth coefficients. CIBERSORT easily outperforms LLSR according to the
benchmark done by Newman et al. After discussing the simulation approach with Dr. Aaron Newman, I successfully reproduced (figure 5.4) the
result published in their paper. I also used the exact same signature matrix
as they did (they sent it on email). One important note by Newman was to
disable quantile normalisation in CIBERSORT to avoid distorting the noise
spike in. This feature is unavailable in the jar version of CIBERSORT, but
available in the R version. I therefore executed the R version and disabled
the quantile normalisation in the source code. There are graphical differences between my result and Newman et al. result, but this is because I use
smaller data sets (20x20 compared to 30x30) and Newman used 12 mixtures (3x4 mixtures (with replicates)) while I used 4 mixtures (1x4 mixtures
(replicates were averaged)). There is however a small difference between
my result and the result from Newman et al. which does not concern using
smaller/bigger set of data. In the result by Newman et al. you can see that
LLSR struggle to estimate a mixture when the tumor percentage is about
60 - 65%. In my result, LLSR handles a tumor content close to 80%. The
difference of this result is not clear to me as I have followed the steps of
simulation suggested by Dr. Aaron Newman.
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Figure 5.4: The figure shows the ability of CIBERSORT and LLSR
to successfully deconvolve the actual coefficients (ground truth) from
mixtures.

Figure 5.5: The figure shows a heatmap of the signature matrix created by
CIBERSORT. It illustrates how bulks of genes are differentially expressed
for a cell line. A total of 591 differentially expressed genes were found.
Figure 5.5 is a heatmap generated automatically by CIBERSORT when creating the signature matrix. The red color indicates a signature gene (high
score) for a cell line, while the blue color indicates no signature gene (low
score) for the cell line. In this figure we can see that each cell line can easily
be distinguished from others, i.e. the signature genes are well defined for
every cell line and show low similarity to each other.
The major difference in performance by CIBERSORT regarding deconvolving coefficients and estimating mixtures makes me believe that using signature matrix with trademark genes are not necessarily a better
approach. CIBERSORT outperformed LLSR in deconvolving coefficients
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when both noise and tumor spike in increased (see figure 5.4). By estimating a mixture, CIBERSORT and LLSR performed equally (see figure 5.2).
The different performance of CIBERSORT makes me believe that using signature matrix together with ν-SVR may be a good approach to successfully
deconvolve coefficients with noise and tumor spike in, but not to estimate a
mixture. It may be that the few signature genes (ranging from 200 to 600 in
this project) used to recreate a mixture is not efficient enough when tumor
and noise increases. It should also be noted that the Pearson correlation is
calculated only by selecting the signature genes from the original mixture
and estimated mixture, and CIBERSORT does not give any indication on
how well it did on estimating the whole mixture.
The authors of CIBERSORT have designed a signature matrix called LM22
which contains 22 different cell subsets. Since the four cell lines from
GSE11103 originates from real cells, I decided to run my mixtures with
LM22 as signature matrix. Running CIBERSORT with my simulated mixtures and LM22 as signature matrix yielded a terrible result for estimating
new mixtures (see Appendix). One reason for the lack of performance may
be due to converting probes to HUGO. Another reason may be that LM22
are more prone to real life cells rather than cells grown on the lab.

5.3.1

Log-normal distribution for noise

Newman et al. used normal distribution in their equation (see equation 4.1)
for noise spike in. In order to test an alternative to the equation, I changed
the normal distribution to log-normal distribution to mimic a heavy tailed
distribution. The results (figure 5.6) show that using a log-normal distribution had a significant effect on the noise function which led to very low
performance for both LLSR and CIBERSORT. Using a log-normal distribution seems to be too extreme to simulate noise.

5.3.2

Additional simulation experiments

The first calculation of heatmaps were done without letting CIBERSORT
and LLSR have any knowledge of the gene expression of a tumor cell line.
The results proved that both algorithms had problems estimating a mixture similar to the original mixture using probes from the signature matrix
(see figure 5.2), but CIBERSORT did not have any problems deconvolving
coefficients as the tumor content increased (see figure 5.4). Its struggle to
estimate a new mixture without having any knowledge of the gene expression of tumor is most likely due to the fact that tumors gene expression is
radically different from other cells, and in this case from four immune cell
lines (GSE11103). In order to benchmark different approaches, I decided to
include the tumor cell line (GSM269529 and GSM269530 combined) in the
signature matrix for CIBERSORT and the matrix of pure cell lines for LLSR
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Figure 5.6: The figure shows how LLSR (left) and CIBERSORT (right)
performs with a noise equation (see equation 4.1) using normal (top) and
log-normal (bottom) distribution. The Pearson correlation is calculated
based on LLSR and CIBERSORTs ability to deconvolve the true coefficients.

to see their performance for estimating a mixture.
As expected, CIBERSORT would have no problem when the tumor content
was increased as it has generated a set of signature genes for the tumor
cell line. By looking closely at figure 5.7a the color reveals that the Pearson
correlation is slightly increasing as the tumor spike-in is increased when
the noise is <40%. To the right (figure 5.7b), LLSR surprisingly had poorer
performance when tumor cell line was included in the pure cell matrix. By
analyzing the results from LLSR, it shows that letting LLSR know the gene
expression of tumor yields a great performance in detecting the amount of
tumor present in each mixture. LLSR would have an error rate <1% for
calculating tumor amount with no noise, while CIBERSORT would miss
by 1% - 4% depending on the tumor amount. What this shows is that
LLSR actually outperforms CIBERSORT in detecting tumor amount, but
lacks precision in recreating an estimated mixture where it is easily outperformed by CIBERSORT - which shows very promising results (figure
5.7a). It should also be noted that CIBERSORT used the signature matrix
(668 probes) to detect tumor amount while LLSR used a matrix with pure
cells (54675 probes) which clearly is an advantage.
The previous result from LLSR (figure 5.7b) had poor performance com57

(b) LLSR

(a) CIBERSORT

Figure 5.7: The heatmaps show how the Pearson correlation for estimating
a mixture changed over the 400 data sets while having tumor cell line
present in signature matrix and pure cell matrix.
pared to the first result (figure 5.2b). Both results were calculated by only
using the genes present in the signature matrix generated by CIBERSORT.
I have previously discussed how this may bias CIBERSORT and probably
be an obstacle for LLSR. To avoid letting CIBERSORT decide the signature
genes, I used all the genes (54675 probes) to calculate the Pearson correlation (see Appendix). It looks very similar to CIBERSORT’s result (figure
5.7a), but CIBERSORT has the edge regarding handling increasing percentage of noise spiked in. This shows that LLSR can achieve almost the same
result as CIBERSORT when knowing the gene expression of tumor and also
not being limited to the signature genes selected solely by CIBERSORT.

5.4

Detection of immune cells originating from the
same cell line

To determine the ability of the two classes of deconvolution to detect immune cells originating from the same cell lines present in mixture, I decided
to spike in Raji from 0% to 10% (added to the initial value already present
in the mixture, see table 3.1). The reason for selecting Raji is due to Raji
originating from B-cells, like IM-9 (see table 5.1). This test was to see if the
two algorithms would be able to detect the increase of Raji, and not IM-9.
The process of spiking in Raji was done by generating a mixture where the
true mixture content was set to 30% while the tumor content was set to
70%. The reason for selecting 70% tumor content is that proportion being
a realistic amount[45]. In order to gradually spike in Raji, I decreased the
true mixture content by 1% for each 1% of Raji increased leaving the tumor
content to be fixed at 70%. To spike in Raji, I retrieved pure samples of Raji
cell line and spiked in the given percentage ([0,10]) of it into the mixture.
It resulted in 11 data sets ranging from 0% to 10%. The tumor cell line is
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included in both the signature matrix (CIBERSORT) and the matrix of pure
cells (LLSR) to see if each algorithm can estimate the exact amount of Raji
present in each mixture. Excluding tumor cell line from both the signature
matrix and the matrix of pure cells would not make sense as CIBERSORT
and LLSR would be fooled to believe that there is only Jurkat, Raji, IM-9
and THP-1 present in the mixture, and no tumor. For this approach, no
noise was spiked in and all data was quantile normalised.

Figure 5.8: The figure shows the proportion of Raji present in each mixture
when 70% tumor is spiked in. The amount of Raji is increased from 0% to
10% (added to the initial value already present in the mixture, see table 3.1).
As seen in figure 5.8, both classes of deconvolution tools detected the stable
increase of Raji, but LLSR edging CIBERSORT marginally (see Appendix
for higher resolution of each plot). The plots were scaled to show [0,0.3]
([0%,30%]) in order to only show the area where the mixture is present.
Both CIBERSORT and LLSR show an almost perfect estimation of the
amount of Raji. The plots also show that they seem to handle mixtures
with 70% tumor, no noise and spiking in one of two B-cells very well. Even
though Raji and IM-9 both originates from B-cells, they are divergent (see
table 5.1 and figure 5.5). The next stage is to spike in even more similar cell
subsets (PD-1 high and PD-1 low, see table 5.3 and figure 5.11).
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5.5

Simulating deconvolution of immune-cells with
highly similar transcriptomes, but with critical
biological differences

The next stage was to spike in a T-cell from GSE26495 which is not present
among the immune cells in GSE11103. The reason for selecting GSE26495 is
described in section 3.1.1. I started off by spiking in PD-1 high CD8+ CD3+
T cell (referred to as PD-1 high) as it represents a T cell expression profile
which is exhausted (or inhibited from tumor killing) and may not perform
as it should. Being able to deconvolve PD-1 high can be crucial if researchers can extract those cells, stimulate them in the lab and then insert trained
PD-1 T cells back into a patients body. Being able to identify patients with
PD-1 low is important, as they are candidates for various therapies due to
the fact that they have active T cells capable of killing their tumors. After
spiking in PD-1 high, I spiked in PD-1 low in completely fresh mixtures
(PD-1 high not spiked in) to see if there were any differences between deconvolving PD-1 high and PD-1 low.
The benchmarking was done on two different tests; one with no tumor in
mixtures and another with 70% tumor in mixtures. PD-1 high and PD-1
low was spiked in in 11 intervals starting off by 0% and increased by 1%
for each iteration up to 10% resulting in a total of 11 mixtures. The gene
score for both PD-1 high and PD-1 low were very low compared to the gene
scores from Jurkat, IM-9, Raji and THP-1. All the cell lines were quantile
normalized making the PD-1 cells gene scores more significant. In the mixtures without tumor, the mixture content was lowered from 100% by the
percentage of spike in ([100%, 90%]), and tumor cell line was excluded in
the signature matrix and pure cell matrix. But in the mixtures with 70% tumor, the mixture content was lowered from 30% by the percentage of spike
in ([30%, 20%]), and tumor cell line were included in the signature matrix
and pure cell matrix.
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Figure 5.9: The two signature matrix produced by CIBERSORT for PD-1
high. Left: PD-1 high with cell lines from GSE11103, no tumor included
and 247 differentially expressed genes found. Right: The same as left, but
with tumor included and 295 differentially expressed genes found.

Figure 5.10: The figure show the proportion of PD-1 high and PD-1 low
present in mixture A with no tumor and with 70% tumor present. The
amount of PD-1 high and PD-1 low is increased from 0% to 10%.

The signature matrices (see figure 5.9) produced by CIBERSORT show that
it has no problem in finding signature genes for each cell line and that PD61

1 high is not closely related to the cell lines from GSE11103 (see Appendix
for heatmap of signature matrices for PD-1 low). Both the results from
having no tumor present and having 70% tumor present in each mixture
show that CIBERSORT is almost perfectly estimating the amount of each
PD-1 cell present in mixture A. LLSR overestimates for all the four tests by
a small margin. The conclusion of these tests is that CIBERSORT outperforms LLSR with regards to detecting PD-1 cells for all four tests. The tests
also show that CIBERSORT and LLSR are not affected by the tumor content
spiked in, except for a minimal change in the area around 8% - 10% spike
in for LLSR with tumor spiked in. The last benchmarking (Raji spiked in)
LLSR edged CIBERSORT slightly, but with PD-1 cells CIBERSORT easily
outperforms LLSR.
This benchmarking was done on four separate data sets, and the next step
is to spike in PD-1 high and low simultaneously at different percentages to
see how they perform when two highly similar immune cells are spiked in
simultaneously.

5.6

Spike in PD-1 high and PD-1 low simultaneously

In the previous section, I mentioned that the PD-1 cells (GSE26495) gene
scores was low compared to the other cell lines from GSE11103. For the
first approach, I quantile normalised only the replicates for each cell line
before calculating the average score per cell line (see table 3.2 to 3.6). This
resulted in not quantile normalising across all the cell lines and made the
PD-1 cells barely significant compared to the cell lines from GSE11103. It
ended up with both LLSR and CIBERSORT not detecting the change of
PD-1 high and low (see Appendix) and therefore I decided to quantile normalise across all cell lines.
The approach for spiking in PD-1 high and PD-1 low simultaneously was
almost a replication of spiking in separately. The only difference was to
keep the mixture content fixed at 90% when spiking in PD-1 cells with no
tumor present. The sum of PD-1 high and PD-1 low combined would be
10% across all 11 mixtures. With tumor present, the tumor content was kept
at 70% over all mixtures while the true mixture content was kept to 20%.
The remaining 10% was used to spike in PD-1 cells.
The signature matrices (see figure 5.11) produced by CIBERSORT show that
it struggled to find signature genes for PD-1 high and low. When including
PD-1 high and low (to the four cell lines (GSE11103)), 395 differentially expressed genes were found while 591 were found for only the four cell lines
in GSE11103. Even though it found signature genes for each cell line, the
yellow color indicates that it is not convinced that it is a unique signature
gene (may have an almost identical high score in another cell line). This is
the case for PD-1 high and PD-1 low as almost all their signature genes are
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Figure 5.11: The two signature matrix produced by CIBERSORT for PD1 high and low. Left: PD-1 high and low with cell lines from GSE11103,
no tumor included and 395 differentially expressed genes found. Right:
The same as left, but with tumor included and 308 differentially expressed
genes found.
colored yellow or orange. The colors indicate that they may be highly similar, and the connection on top of each figure indicates that they are more
closely related than the cell lines from GSE11103. PD-1 high and PD-1 low
are far more closely related than IM-9 and Raji, which are both originating
from B cells. After calculating the differential gene expression the high pvalue tells us that the chances of PD-1 high and PD-1 low being different are
highly unlikely (see table 5.3). CIBERSORT depends on finding signature
genes in order to deconvolve, and it seems that using highly similar cell
lines may limit CIBERSORT’s performance as it depends on finding differentially expressed genes for its signature matrix. Even though it shows that
CIBERSORT handles highly similar cell lines (figure 5.12 and 5.13) well it
may be prone to lack performance in both detecting cell lines coefficients,
and estimating a mixture due to too similar cell lines present in the signature matrix.

p-value
0.805

Statistic
6.25

Expected
9.09

Std.dev
3.56

#Cov
54675

Table 5.3: The result of calculating differential expression of PD-1 high and
PD-1 low. The high P-value indicates that the chances of PD-1 high and
PD-1 low being different are highly unlikely.
The result visualized in figure 5.12 shows that CIBERSORT handles the
closely related immune cells (PD-1 high and low) almost perfectly while
LLSR is more inaccurate compared to only spiking in either PD-1 high or
PD-1 low separately. In figure 5.13, CIBERSORT’s performance is almost
unchanged even though 70% tumor has been spiked in. LLSR however, is
more inaccurate compared to having no tumor present, and the margin of
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Figure 5.12: The figure shows the proportion of PD-1 high and PD-1 low
present in mixture A with no tumor and 70% tumor present. The amount
of PD-1 high and PD-1 low is increased from 0% to 10%.

Figure 5.13: The figure shows the proportion of PD-1 high and PD-1 low
present in mixture A with no tumor and 70% tumor present. The amount
of PD-1 high and PD-1 low is increased from 0% to 10%.
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error is about 2% - 5%.

5.7

Missing valuable information by converting probes
to official HGNC gene symbols

While analyzing results from converting Affymetrix probes to HUGO gene
symbol (see section 4.1.3), I discovered that some valuable information was
missing. I therefore decided to avoid converting from Affymetrix to HUGO
to keep data consistent. Since Newman et al. used HUGO and I do not,
this may be a potential flaw in reproducing results from Newman et al. as
converting from Affymetrix to HGNC will lead to the loss of valuable information. But even though, my result for LLSR is very similar to the result
by Newman et al. (see figure 5.2b and 5.3).

5.8

DeconSim

Putting aside deconvolution of immune cells, performance of algorithms,
and simulation, it is necessary to evaluate the automation framework
named ’DeconSim’. It is a framework to simulate the deconvolution of
highly similar cell types from complex tissue. The idea was to ease off the
workload for researchers by trying to automate the process from possessing
original mixture to fully deconvolved simulated mixtures with spike-ins.
The result is a framework consisting of simulation, conversion to HGNC
(optional), execution of CIBERSORT and LLSR with opportunity to add
more deconvolution tools, and a voting process (crowd sourcing).
The user interface is narrowed down to be as simple as possible and designed to only "do its job", assumed adequate for a computer scientist or
a biologist with basic programming skills. There is no "drag-and-drop",
and every action made is either changing values in the configuration file
or executing commands from terminal. Prerequisites, other than the ones
mentioned, are to have source data on this format (see table 4.1) and being
able to differ between mixtures, reference matrix, signature matrix, phenotype classes and pure cell lines matrix.
The figure 4.1 shows how the process is run. In this example, conversion
from probes to HGNC is not included (see Appendix for figure). It shows
how the input data is processed by the simulation script before passing the
simulated data on to each algorithm. CIBERSORT and LLSR have different
outputs which need to be taken into account.
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5.9

Toward the crowd sourcing of deconvolution algorithms

Throughout the project after generating numerous results, e.g. section 5.2,
5.4, 5.5 and 5.6, a need for voting (crowd sourcing) whether the deconvolution was successful or not was in demand. To understand how to select
a fitting threshold for the voting, it is necessary to know the restrictions by
using the two deconvolution algorithms selected in this thesis.
As explained earlier, CIBERSORT and LLSR requires a matrix with pure
cell lines together with mixture(s) as input. They expect that in the given
mixture(s), only the cell lines from the input is present. This means that
if your cell lines are Jurkat, IM-9, Raji and THP-1, CIBERSORT and LLSR
expect that only these four cell lines are present in the mixture(s). The resulting coefficients from both algorithms would for example be: 0,2 (Jurkat),
0,3 (IM-9), 0,4 (Raji), 0,1 (THP-1) and the sum would be equal to 1. This
means that they believe that 10% of the mixture(s) are THP-1, but if you remove THP-1 from the input cell lines, the result would be rather different,
e.g.: 0,2 (Jurkat), 0,32 (IM-9), 0,48 (Raji) and the sum would still be equal
to 1. It is crucial to take this into account when deconvolving real life data
sets to avoid being mislead with incorrect results. Using a signature/cell
matrix consisting of many of the known immune cell subsets present in a
tumor would yield a more reliable result, like LM22 designed by Newman
et al. Even though a more complex signature/cell matrix would result in a
more reliable output, the only way to be certain of the result is to compare
it to using a cell counting technology, e.g. flow cytometry which has been
discussed earlier in section 2.2.
Considering this, one should be careful about selecting the threshold for the
voting. Having few cell lines (e.g. the four presented below) should have a
more slack threshold compared to using LM22 as signature/cell matrix as
it has twentytwo cell lines which gives a more precise measurement. In the
example below with four cell lines (GSE11103) I have chosen to use 0.05 as
threshold for coefficients as it shows to be a balanced threshold - neither
strict nor slack. As seen below in table 5.4 to 5.7, both CIBERSORT and
LLSR struggle to successfully deconvolve IM-9 and THP-1. This trend was
also shown in figure 5.1.

CIBERSORT
LLSR
Intersect
Union

Jurkat
1
0
0
1

IM-9
0
1
0
1

Raji
1
1
1
1

THP-1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.4: Voting over success (1) or fail (0) in deconvolving coefficients
from mixture A (GSE11103) by using threshold as 0.05.
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CIBERSORT
LLSR
Intersect
Union

Jurkat
1
0
0
1

IM-9
0
0
0
0

Raji
1
1
1
1

THP-1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.5: Voting over success (1) or fail (0) in deconvolving coefficients
from mixture B (GSE11103) by using threshold as 0.05.

CIBERSORT
LLSR
Intersect
Union

Jurkat
1
1
1
1

IM-9
0
0
0
0

Raji
1
1
1
1

THP-1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.6: Voting over success (1) or fail (0) in deconvolving coefficients
from mixture C (GSE11103) by using threshold as 0.05.

CIBERSORT
LLSR
Intersect
Union

Jurkat
1
1
1
1

IM-9
0
0
0
0

Raji
1
0
0
1

THP-1
0
0
0
0

Table 5.7: Voting over success (1) or fail (0) in deconvolving coefficients
from mixture D (GSE11103) by using threshold as 0.05.
Table 5.4 to 5.7 show voting over coefficients, but most data sets do not
have information about the true coefficients in the mixtures. This leaves
coefficients as a voting parameter rarely used. I have added the opportunity to use P-value and Pearson correlation as a possible parameter to vote
on. CIBERSORT provides P-value and Pearson correlation in its output,
but LLSR does not. You must calculate these values on your own if you
want to use those voting parameters for LLSR.

5.10

Deconvolving highly similar immune cells from
metastatic melanoma

GSE22153 (see section 3.1.1 for more detailed information) is a data set consisting of 57 samples where each sample is from a patient suffering from
melanoma. Melanoma is one of the deadliest types of skin cancer. Among
the 57 samples, 3 patients had no data meaning leaving me with 54 patients for the analysis. GSE22153 is valuable due to knowing the outcome
for each patient, using it as mixes and having GSE26495 as comparable
pure cell lines may expose which patients have high or low PD-1. Being
able to differentiate between those two may be crucial when determining
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the prognosis of a patient suffering from melanoma or other types of cancer. It is therefore important to use GSE26495 when testing the ability of
CIBERSORT and LLSR to deconvolve closely related immune cells.
I chose to split the patients in two groups over three different tests. "Responders" are patients who has survived for at least X days while "Nonresponders" survived for less than X days. Table 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 show
the result of deconvolving PD-1 naive, high and low from GSE22153 using CIBERSORT. There is a pattern of PD-1 low being dominant for nonresponders, but is also in majority among >= 50 and >= 100 days responders. This is not the optimal approach for survival analysis and a preferred
approach is a Kaplan-Meier estimator.
Yet again it is important to note that with this approach (three cell lines)
CIBERSORT will believe that these are the only three cell types present in
the mixtures. The full table (see Appendix) show that for all the responders, PD-1 low is present and in some cases PD-1 high is not present at all.
Running LLSR yielded bad results (see Appendix) and it seems like ν-SVR
(CIBERSORT) is the better tool for deconvolving unknown mixtures.

• H = PD-1 high.
• N/L = Naive/PD-1 low.
• E = Equal (< 10% difference in coefficients).

Responders
Non-responders

H
40%
4,2%

N/L
46,7%
91,6%

E
13,3%
4,2%

Table 5.8: The result from "responders" (patients with >= 200 days overall
survival) using CIBERSORT.

Responders
Non-responders

H
34,3%
5,3%

N/L
51,4%
94,7%

E
14,3%
0%

Table 5.9: The result from "responders" (patients with >= 100 days overall
survival) using CIBERSORT.

Responders
Non-responders

H
27,9%
9,1%

N/L
60,5%
90,9%

E
11,6%
0%

Table 5.10: The result from "responders" (patients with >= 50 days overall
survival) using CIBERSORT.
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5.11

Reproducibility of published research

A major part of this thesis has been to reproduce earlier work[7][8], and
it has been time consuming to try to reproduce different approaches or
scripts. It has been brought up that other scientists have struggled - and
many failed - to reproduce another scientists work[48]. The article states
that of 1,576 researchers, over 70% have failed to reproduce others work
and over 50% have failed to reproduce their own. 52% of the participants in
the survey state that is is a "significant crisis", which indicates that we could
call this a "reproducibility crisis"[48]. Such high numbers may suggest inaccurate or poor documentation of the different steps towards achieving
the results, or even going as far as suggesting untrustworthy results. The
latter is a bold statement, but according to the article, less than 31% believe
that struggles to reproduce published results are due to wrong results[48].
To maintain consistency in articles, Sandve et al. published a paper
suggesting ten simple rules to reproducible computational research[49].
I used the paper as a guide for making my thesis reproducible for other
scientists. I have taken the following measures into account in order to
carry out my thesis:
Results: I have documented how each and every of my results were
produced. Any undocumented result has either been reproduced to
prove its validity, or trashed if I have not been able to reproduce it.
Documentation: Both my code and methods have been well documented
without exaggeration.
Version control: All my source code has been subject to version control to
safely store the project in the cloud and to get hold of older versions.
Public access: My project (source code) is available for public access at
https://github.com/jorgenjr/Master. However, my results and plots
are not available in the repository as GitHub free version has a 100
mb limit and my results and plots is about 10x - 100x that size.
Raw data and plots: I have always saved the raw data from my plots in
order to recreate them if necessary.

5.12

Final discussion

After producing and analyzing results from both CIBERSORT (ν-SVR) and
LLSR (linear approach), there is a need to determine whether they work
best combined or separately. Regarding the coefficients calculated by the
respective algorithms with no spike ins, there is no clear winner. However, with unknown contents such as noise and tumor, ν-SVR is the best
class. Each class of deconvolution has its strengths and weaknesses concerning the different cell lines (figure 5.1) from GSE11103. By detecting
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closely related immune cells, CIBERSORT was by far the best deconvolution tool and calculated the coefficients almost perfectly (figures 5.10, 5.12
and 5.13). It seems that ν-SVR machine learning approach (CIBERSORT)
does not necessarily outperform least square fit (LLSR) on distinct immune
cells, but when the tasks are more complex (highly similar cells, samples
from complex tissues or other signal disturbing factors) ν-SVR is the better
alternative.
It is important to know that these to deconvolution tools are limited to only
deconvolving the cell lines they are given. Using PD-1 high and PD-1 low
as cell lines for both CIBERSORT and LLSR would yield a result where the
sum of PD-1 high and low in a mixture is equal to 1. In reality, this would
be unrealistic as there are other cells present. Using real life data sets, like
GSE22153, one should use a special signature matrix (or pure cell line matrix for LLSR) which contains many different immune cells which would be
present in that sample. LM22 with PD-1 high and PD-1 low could be a fitting move as LM22 contains 22 immune cells.
It has also been shown that automating the process from original data to
calculated coefficients, Pearson correlation and other results are easier to
achieve and is a hassle free process. The user no longer has to concern
about creating a script for simulation, nor adjusting his or hers data format
to the different algorithms. DeconSim lets the user focus more on the research, analyzes and scientific part instead of spending numerous hours
programming software to answer their questions regarding immune cells
present in mixtures from complex tissues.
Most of the results are either based on coefficients or Pearson correlation.
CIBERSORT calculates the coefficients and Pearson correlation by itself and
does not provide any estimated mixture as output. LLSR calculates the
coefficients and estimated mixture, but does not calculate the Pearson correlation. This makes me responsible for calculating Pearson correlation
correctly for LLSR. I have however used the same theoretical approach
as Newman et al. described for CIBERSORT. It should also be discussed
whether the approach suggested by Newman et al. is a correct way for estimating the correlation value. First they predefine a set of signature genes
which later are used to estimate a mixture. The following calculation of correlation value is limited to only the signature genes - which CIBERSORT selected by itself. The question whether CIBERSORT may be biased towards
those specific genes must be addressed as these are the same genes used
to calculate the correlation for LLSR (and other algorithms in the paper by
Newman et al.).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion
After benchmarking the two classes of deconvolution algorithms (linear
approach (LLSR) and ν-SVR (CIBERSORT)), I can conclude that ν-SVR is
the best class for deconvolving unknown mixtures and coefficients with
tumor and noise present at higher levels. However, both linear approach
and ν-SVR performs almost equal for most of the tasks like deconvolving
coefficients while tumor is present up to 70% (but no noise is present), or
estimating a mixture with different levels of tumor and noise. Even though
the authors of CIBERSORT and LLSR claims to being able to deconvolve
highly similar cells originating from B-cells (Raji and IM-9), it shows that
they are easily distinguishable compared to other highly similar cells (Tcells with PD-1 high/low). Considering my main goal for this thesis, it is
clear to say that ν-SVR is better at deconvolving highly similar immune
cells compared to linear approach.
I have also presented DeconSim: a bioinformatics workflow to deconvolve
highly similar cell types from tumor. It works as a computational workflow
with several steps: simulation, deconvolution and voting (crowd sourcing).
The simulation spikes in both tumor and noise for the given mixture and
does also generate pure cell line matrix or reference matrix if needed. The
process simplifies the task as it run the three parts automatically. The user
only has to concern about adjusting the right variables in the configuration file. Using crowd sourcing showed that the two algorithms should
be run together when deconvolving coefficients as they successfully deconvolved cell coefficients more often together (union) than separately (intersect). LLSR does not provide any P-value nor Pearson correlation, and
those values must be calculated separately in order to vote for those two
parameters. Both deconvolution tools showed inconsistency while predicting accurate amount of four distinct cell lines, but were almost accurate at
predicting increase/decrease of cell lines in mixtures.
The computational pipeline (DeconSim) has also been used to run LLSR
and CIBERSORT on real life cancer data (patients suffering from melanoma). All the patients had occurrence of PD-1 low, but among the responders, PD-1 high was dominant. The user case study also showed that nar71

rowing down the analyses to only detect three highly similar cells are not
to recommend. LLSR and CIBERSORT expect only to find the input cells
when deconvolving mixtures. This is a limitation when using real life data
sets from e.g. patients suffering from melanoma and these tools need to be
optimized for such tasks. It is therefore necessary to use pure cells which
are believed to be present in a given mixture for accurate measurements
and verify the result with a cell counting technology.
The noise equation suggested by Newman et al. proposes a normal distribution which CIBERSORT handles very well by deconvolving coefficients,
but performs inadequate in estimating a mixture, the latter was equally
good as LLSR. Changing the noise spike in to a log-normal distribution
showed to have a significant effect on each of the two classes of deconvolution and led to very low performance. Newman et al. also suggested to
convert Affymetrix probes to official HUGO gene symbols. This resulted
in lack of valuable gene expression information and was entirely skipped
from the project.
In this thesis I have used two different classes of deconvolution algorithms
to deconvolve highly similar immune cells which has an important clinical
use. Both classes show good performance on deconvolving these cells,
but with CIBERSORT edging LLSR in complex test cases. Being able to
distinguish between T-cells with high/low PD-1 through deconvolution
may contribute to better prognosis for patients suffering from cancer
or other diseases. It has already been shown that checkpoint inhibitor
drugs for PD-1 has increased the survival rate for patients suffering from
melanoma.
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Appendix A

Appendix
Simulation noise and tumor purity to benchmark deconvolution algorithms
In this section, different approaches to benchmark the two classes of deconvolution ability to deconvolve simulated mixture are. These approaches
has been tested to benchmark each algorithms performance with different
input data.

Figure A.1: The figure shows a heatmap of running mixtures (GSE11103)
with LM22 (designed by Newman et al.) as signature matrix. All probes
were converted to HUGO gene symbols to match the gene symbols in LM22
(HUGO).
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Figure A.2: The heatmap shows how the Pearson correlation changed over
the 400 data sets for LLSR while having tumor cell line present in the pure
cell matrix (54675 probes).

(b) LLSR.

(a) CIBERSORT.

Figure A.3: The heatmap shows how CIBERSORT and LLSR responded to
mapping probes to HUGO gene symbol.
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(a) CIBERSORT.

(b) LLSR.

Figure A.4: The heatmap shows how CIBERSORT and LLSR responded to
spiking in noise before quantile normalising. In an email from Dr. Aaron
Newman, he advices me to avoid this as it distorts the noise spike in and it
is easy to see that CIBERSORT was affected by it.

Detection of immune cells originating from the same
cell line
Higher resolution figures of Raji spike in was added to the Appendix since
both LLSR and CIBERSORT almost accurately deconvolved Raji.

Figure A.5: Raji spike in (0% - 10% to the original coefficient) in mix A.
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Figure A.6: Raji spike in (0% - 10% to the original coefficient) in mix B.

Figure A.7: Raji spike in (0% - 10% to the original coefficient) in mix C.
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Figure A.8: Raji spike in (0% - 10% to the original coefficient) in mix D.

Simulating deconvolution of immune-cells with highly
similar transcriptomes, but with critical biological differences
To achieve my main goal of benchmarking deconvolution algorithms
ability to deconvolve highly similar immune cells, GSE26495 was used
since it consists of two highly similar cells. The difference is that one cell
has high PD-1 while the other has low PD-1. I spiked in PD-1 high and low
(separately) to benchmark LLSR and CIBERSORTs ability to deconvolve
PD-1 high/low.

PD-1 high spike in
I first spiked in PD-1 high to see if LLSR and CIBERSORT would be able to
successfully deconvolve it both with and without the present of tumor.
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Figure A.9: The two signature matrices produced by CIBERSORT for PD-1
high.
No tumor

Figure A.10: PD-1 high spike in with no tumor present in mix A.
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Figure A.11: PD-1 high spike in with no tumor present in mix B.

Figure A.12: PD-1 high spike in with no tumor present in mix C.
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Figure A.13: PD-1 high spike with no tumor present in in mix D.
70% tumor

Figure A.14: PD-1 high spike in with 70% tumor present in mix A.
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Figure A.15: PD-1 high spike in with 70% tumor present in mix B.

Figure A.16: PD-1 high spike in with 70% tumor present in mix C.
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Figure A.17: PD-1 high spike in with 70% tumor present in mix D.

PD-1 low spike in
To see if CIBERSORT and LLSR would differentiate between PD-1 high and
low (as they have significant clinical features), I spiked in PD-1 low.

Figure A.18: The two signature matrix produced by CIBERSORT for PD-1
low.
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No tumor

Figure A.19: PD-1 low spike in with no tumor present in mix A.

Figure A.20: PD-1 low spike in with no tumor present in mix B.
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Figure A.21: PD-1 low spike in with no tumor present in mixx C.

Figure A.22: PD-1 low spike in with no tumor present in mix D.
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70% tumor

Figure A.23: PD-1 low spike in with 70% tumor present in mix A.

Figure A.24: PD-1 low spike in with 70% tumor present in mix B.
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Figure A.25: PD-1 low spike in with 70% tumor present in mix C.

Figure A.26: PD-1 low spike in with 70% tumor present in mix D.
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PD-1 high and low simultaneously spike in
CIBERSORT almost accurately deconvolved PD-1 high and low at separate
occasions with and without tumor present. LLSR had some margin of error.
Since PD-1 high/low are so similar, yet different in a clinical perspective, I
decided to spike them in simultaneously at different amounts to see if both
tools would be able to detect it.

Not quantile normalising across all cell lines
I first tried to not quantile normalize GSE26495 together with GSE11103,
but it yielded terrible results.

Figure A.27: PD-1 high and low spike in without quantile normalising
accross all cell lines in mixture A with no tumor present.
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Figure A.28: PD-1 high and low spike in without quantile normalising
accross all cell lines in mixture B with no tumor present.

Figure A.29: PD-1 high and low spike in without quantile normalising
accross all cell lines in mixture C with no tumor present.
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Figure A.30: PD-1 high and low spike in without quantile normalising
accross all cell lines in mixture D with no tumor present.

Quantile normalise all cell lines and no tumor present
After seeing the lack of performance after not quantile normalising
GSE26495 with GSE11103, I decided to do so. It yielded much better results
and makes more sense to normalize them together as it evens out the gene
expression and would then not be platform dependent (they are from two
different sources).
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Figure A.31: PD-1 high and low spike in and quantile normalising accross
all cell lines in mixture B with no tumor present.

Figure A.32: PD-1 high and low spike in and quantile normalising accross
all cell lines in mixture C with no tumor present.
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Figure A.33: PD-1 high and low spike in and quantile normalising accross
all cell lines in mixture D with no tumor present.

Quantile normalise all cell lines and 70% tumor present
CIBERSORT had no problem in detecting the increase/decrease of PD-1
low/high while LLSR would struggle to accurately measure the coefficient.
I decided to test with a realistic amount of tumor present (70%).
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Figure A.34: PD-1 high and low spike in and quantile normalising accross
all cell lines in mixture B with 70% tumor present.

Figure A.35: PD-1 high and low spike in and quantile normalising accross
all cell lines in mixture C with 70% tumor present.
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Figure A.36: PD-1 high and low spike in and quantile normalising accross
all cell lines in mixture D with 70% tumor present.

Deconvolving highly similar immune cells from metastatic melanoma
Using CIBERSORT and LLSR on a real life was an essential part of the
project. With this data set (GSE22153) with samples from patients suffering
from melanoma, I ran CIBERSORT and LLSR were I wanted to filter on
responders (patients surviving at least 50, 100 or 200 days). LLSR (table
A.4) lacked performance and it is clear that CIBERSORT (table A.2) is a
better tool for such tasks.
• Sample = patient.
• A/D = alive (0) / dead (1).
• OS = overall survival (days).
• Stage = stage of the Melanoma.
• Naive = PD-1 naive.
• High = PD-1 high.
• Low = PD-1 low.
• Corr = Pearson correlation.
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Sample
MM01:
MM02:
MM03:
MM04:
MM06:
MM08:
MM09:
MM10:
MM11:
MM12:
MM13:
MM14:
MM17:
MM18:
MM19:
MM20:
MM21:
MM22:
MM24:
MM25:
MM27:
MM30:
MM31:
MM34:
MM37:
MM38:
MM40:
MM41:
MM42:
MM43:
MM44:
MM47:
MM50:
MM51:
MM52:
MM53:
MM55:
MM57:
MM58:
MM60:
MM61:
MM64:
MM68:
MM71:

A/D
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

OS
373
181
436
82
646
114
322
46
3509
65
14
27
45
10
2711
32
55
91
804
316
25
316
50
156
219
266
1075
201
247
414
108
281
221
102
301
64
375
218
1478
13
254
16
430
63

Stage
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

Naive
0.459
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.109
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.076
0.085
0.000
0.000
0.062
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.038
0.000
0.097
0.000
0.173
0.038
0.000
0.099
0.000
0.000
0.069
0.112
0.000
0.115
0.007
0.085
0.000
0.130
0.081
0.011
0.000
0.000
0.015
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High
0.000
0.340
0.568
0.000
0.680
0.000
0.273
0.275
0.595
0.117
0.217
0.000
0.336
0.076
0.000
0.263
0.270
0.000
0.539
0.536
0.127
0.171
0.000
0.245
0.796
0.362
0.711
0.726
0.656
0.595
0.392
0.000
0.281
0.460
0.000
0.188
0.000
0.617
0.070
0.000
0.448
0.133
0.831
0.111

Low
0.541
0.660
0.432
1.000
0.320
0.891
0.727
0.725
0.405
0.883
0.783
1.000
0.664
0.848
0.915
0.737
0.730
0.938
0.461
0.464
0.873
0.791
1.000
0.659
0.204
0.465
0.251
0.274
0.245
0.405
0.608
0.931
0.607
0.540
0.885
0.805
0.915
0.383
0.800
0.919
0.541
0.867
0.169
0.875

P-value
0.07
0.14
0.26
0.19
0.33
0.27
0.35
0.16
0.27
0.29
0.13
0.26
0.26
0.24
0.44
0.27
0.24
0.24
0.32
0.24
0.17
0.3
0.14
0.16
0.16
0.27
0.23
0.18
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.46
0.27
0.45
0.27
0.16
0.27
0.27
0.3
0.26
0.16
0.36
0.26
0.3

Corr
0.476
0.246
0.166
0.200
0.087
0.135
0.077
0.220
0.136
0.115
0.253
0.164
0.151
0.172
0.045
0.146
0.171
0.170
0.091
0.175
0.218
0.106
0.246
0.228
0.239
0.129
0.182
0.209
0.161
0.164
0.166
0.020
0.148
0.036
0.148
0.226
0.135
0.120
0.102
0.160
0.222
0.067
0.160
0.101

MM73:
MM80:
MM81:
MM82:
MM83:
MM86:
MM88:
MM93:
MM94:
MM95:

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

1198
927
325
44
895
836
786
244
78
29

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

0.000
0.000
0.065
0.147
0.000
0.870
0.056
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.295
0.544
0.000
0.649
0.635
0.000
0.750
0.521
0.346
0.000

0.705
0.456
0.935
0.203
0.365
0.130
0.194
0.479
0.654
1.000

0.27
0.12
0.35
0.04
0.27
0.24
0.23
0.16
0.29
0.52

0.131
0.272
0.077
0.676
0.124
0.178
0.185
0.229
0.116
-0.012

Table A.2: The result from using CIBERSORT on GSE22153 deconvolving
Naive, PD-1 high and PD-1 low (GSE26495).
Sample
MM01:
MM02:
MM03:
MM04:
MM06:
MM08:
MM09:
MM10:
MM11:
MM12:
MM13:
MM14:
MM17:
MM18:
MM19:
MM20:
MM21:
MM22:
MM24:
MM25:
MM27:
MM30:
MM31:
MM34:
MM37:
MM38:
MM40:
MM41:
MM42:
MM43:

A/D
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

OS
373
181
436
82
646
114
322
46
3509
65
14
27
45
10
2711
32
55
91
804
316
25
316
50
156
219
266
1075
201
247
414

Stage
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
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Naive
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.197
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

High
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.803
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

Low
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

MM44:
MM47:
MM50:
MM51:
MM52:
MM53:
MM55:
MM57:
MM58:
MM60:
MM61:
MM64:
MM68:
MM71:
MM73:
MM80:
MM81:
MM82:
MM83:
MM86:
MM88:
MM93:
MM94:
MM95:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1

108
281
221
102
301
64
375
218
1478
13
254
16
430
63
1198
927
325
44
895
836
786
244
78
29

IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV
IV

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table A.4: The result from using LLSR on GSE22153 deconvolving Naive,
PD-1 high and PD-1 low (GSE26495).

DeconSim
Source
code
and
description
tps://github.com/jorgenjr/Master
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